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Welcome to Borderland Sciences Research Foundation's new 1996 Catalog. Borderlands is a scientific and educational foundation founded in 1945 by Meade Layne, now in its 52nd year of publishing! This catalog represents our main fund-raising activity. We publish and distribute rare and unusual information, much of it the result of researches of our foundation members and generally not available anywhere else. This retail catalog represents our currently available educational materials and research products. To keep current on old researches and informed on the latest advances, we recommend a subscription to our foundation's official periodical, BORDERLANDS. We hope you find this catalog interesting and informative and thank you for your interest in our work. Call us at (707) 825-7733 if you have any questions on your order.
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ETHERIC WEATHER ENGINEERING
ON THE HIGH SEAS

with Trevor James Constable

The revolutionary weather control of Tomorrow is demonstrated as Trevor Constable takes you with him on shipboard to that mighty laboratory of maritime Nature, the North Pacific Ocean. Using simple geometric instruments, with no radiation or chemicals, Constable objectively demonstrates that the ether is indeed an incredibly subtle yet tremendously powerful PHYSICAL FORCE. Before your eyes, the ether undergoes a spectacular resurrection. Deluges descend in response to the pioneer's application of the ether's laws. Time lapse video tape provides visible, compelling proof of this reality, the master key to controlling and engineering the weather, and therefore ultimately, CLIMATE. Includes documentation of U.S. government weather maps and shipboard radar. Two and a half decades of quiet pioneering produced the revolution in physics and technology portended by the scenes on this videotape. Enlightening and entertaining for all.

#V0043, 72 minutes, VHS .... $19.95

LOOM OF THE FUTURE

The Weather Engineering Work of Trevor James Constable

An interview conducted by Thomas J. Brown

Discover the history and background of Trevor James Constable's pioneering work in Etheric Weather Engineering and Smog Reduction. Using technologies and energies noticeably absent from modern scientific textbooks, Trevor has leapt the philosophical hurdles and developed a technical access to the etheric forces underpinning the weather organism. Never before has such dramatic work been so well documented and presented. No etheric technology has ever before been proven to this degree. Uncover the developments and disappointments of a quarter century at the forefront of etheric technology. The documentation in this astounding book includes: Dozens of historic photographs describing the evolution of Trevor's weather engineering instruments; Official weather radar maps and photos describing the dramatic effects of biogeometric instruments; TJC's incisive and thought provoking insights into the current world situation, and; A clear delineation of the etheric formative forces. This book will fill you with awe at the tremendous potential of a humanity capable of comprehending the purpose and function of the Etheric Life Energy. #B0316, 144pp, illustrated ... $18.95
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UFOs have two main aspects according to the author. There are "critters"—living organisms which are normally invisible to human beings, and craft—structured, engineered vehicles propelled by etheric force. The author has photographed both types of UFOs directly from the invisible state with highspeed infrared film.

THE COSMIC PULSE OF LIFE

The Revolutionary Biological Power behind UFOs

Trevor James Constable

Awesome scientific discoveries that have been suppressed, an advanced technology for the future: radionics, etheric forces, orgone energy, and the history of spiritual science. The Visual Ray... A mysterious beam of energy emitted from the human eye. Use it to clear clouds from the sky, to see beyond the horizon, or to see the energetic auras around living beings! Etheric Forces... Cosmic Energies which regulate and shape life on earth. Discover how to tap into this universal stream. Orgone Energy... A mass-free, all pervading energy, one aspect of the Etheric Forces. Free energy awaiting humanity's enlightened advancements. Cosmic Electronics... Simple geometric arrangements of materials which can detect and distribute living energies anywhere in the universe — without any physical connection!! Living UFOs... Plasmatic inhabitants of our atmosphere... hidden from ordinary view but visible to anyone using the simple photographic techniques described in this book! A real cult classic. #B0095, 473pp, 40 pages of illustr., paperback ...$24.95
DESIGN ECOLOGY
Michael Riversong
An essential compendium of information on several aspects of environmental balancing. It begins with a summary of design principles developed in ancient China known as Feng Shui. These are related to daily life as we know it, with the first explanations ever offered for why some of these "old Chinese tricks" actually work. Section 2 is about our invisible environment, including electromagnetic fields and new information about Geobiology. Section 3 covers common household toxic chemicals in an easily understandable form. Ways to deal with these problems are summarized. Section 4 contains several new solutions to environmental problems, including the current state of Solar Energy, Lighting techniques, and experimental Field Modulation devices.

#B0334, 225pp, paperback, ... $16.95

METAL POWER
The Soul Life of the Planets
Alison Davidson
According to ancient tradition, each of the precious metals is ruled by a certain planet in our solar system. In this tradition of correspondences, the metal is considered to embody that planet’s character and qualities on Earth. For example, gold is the royal metal of the Sun, silver is ruled by the Moon, copper expresses the sensuality of Venus... Metal Power explores these relationships in vivid detail, drawing on alchemical lore, astrology, myth, and modern technology to penetrate the mysteries of the metallic realms. While modern science ignores these relationships, this book forms part of a new ground-breaking tradition, demonstrating that these invisible connections do exist... that the elements of earth, including our own bodies are subject to the movements of the stars... #B0125, 99pp, illustrated, paperback, ... $8.95

THE METAL - PLANET RELATIONSHIP
A Study of Celestial Influence
Nick Kollerstrom
An extraordinary conjunction of two worlds, using the discipline of science to validate the ancient art of astrology. Through key “metallic moments” the author studies the dynamic relationship not only between planets and metals, but also between the psyches of eminent scientists and alchemists, and the key moments of their discoveries. Includes actual time-experiments, astral portraits of the seven metals and numerous astrological charts. A must read presentation describing mind-boggling evidence of the dynamic influences of the planets upon our earthly life. #B0253, 173pp, illustrated, paperback, ... $12.95

TZOLKIN
Visionary Perspectives & Calendar Studies
John Major Jenkins
A visionary journey into the heart of an ancient oracle. The essence of the Sacred Calendar system of the Maya, which describes both planetary and human cycles, is the Golden Ratio of the ancient geometers. Topics include: Numerology, divination, the moon cycle, the Golden Ratio, astrology, natal charts of Mayan rulers, Harmonic Convergence and Dreamspeff, Mayan mythology, Goddess mythology, Tarot, and Healing — all of which are intimately related to the nature of the Sacred Calendar.

#B0312, 346pp, paperback, ... $13.95

MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD
Ray Pendergraft
PASCALITE... a unique clay with amazing properties, gifted to Humanity by Nature. Known to the American Indians as EE-WAH-KEE — The Earth That Heals — Pascalite was named after Emile Pascal, a French trapper who first introduced it. Found only in Wyoming’s Big Horn Mountains, Pascalite exists as an eighteen-foot vein of dense, cream-colored, cheese-like material. It is super rich in organically assimilable minerals and trace elements. Pascalite is hand-mined underground and solar dried in the mountains, then powdered for internal and external use. Since its distribution as “Life Mud” in the 1930's, up to the present day, users of Pascalite have reported many dramatic health enhancing results from this enigmatic substance. Pascalite has been found to have many uses in promoting health in plants, animals, and humans.

#B0313, 352pp, paperback, ... $13.95
THE AMAZING SECRETS OF THE MASTERS OF THE FAR EAST
Victor Simon Perara
To breathe is to live, The secrets of breath control — or pranayama — from the ancient wisdom of India, are revealed here in a simplified and easy to use form. Understand what is meant by human magnetism, prana, and the astral body. Through rhythmic breathing exercises, discover a potent way to build abundant energy, health and vibrant youth. This series of lessons will put you in touch with your vital energy and allow you to control your destiny. #B0003, 60pp, paperback, ... $8.95

THE KAHUNA RELIGION OF HAWAII
David Kaonohiokala Bray & Douglas Low
Deeply rooted in the lush, tropical mountains of the Hawaiian islands there exists an ancient body of knowledge, a sacred tradition reaching back to the dawn of the First Creation. From generation to generation this sacred knowledge has been passed down and the spiritual power, ike, of the ancestors transferred by initiation to those especially favoured by the gods. This is a personal account of Kahuna by the well known native Hawaiian priest ‘Daddy Bray’, and Douglas Low, a college professor who was in training with Bray for 12 years. Includes detailed instructions on this unique spiritual pathway through ancient Polynesian worlds of creation. #B0006, 66pp, paperback, ... $6.95

THE EYE OF REVEALATION
The Original Five Rites of Rejuvenation
Peter Kelder
The amazing account of the Five Tibetan Rites of Rejuvenation and how they were brought from a monastery in the Himalayas to the United States in the 1930s. It's the story of a British Army Colonel in his late 60s, who, after retirement, decides to track down persistent rumors of a “Fountain of Youth” that he heard while stationed in India. He returns 4 years later, completely transformed. Now, in his early 70s, he appears and acts like a man of 35! With the author’s help, the Colonel organizes a small class to teach the simple practices he learned while at the monastery. He claims that these rites are all that is needed to reverse the aging process. Each of the “Five Rites” is clearly explained and illustrated. These are not strenuous exercises or difficult yoga positions. The “Five Rites” are simple practices which anyone, young or old, can easily accomplish in 10 minutes a day, to activate and balance the body's vital energy. #B00093, 30pp, saddle, ... $3.95

THE LAKHOVSKY MULTIPLE WAVE OSCILLATOR HANDBOOK
compiled & edited by Thomas J. Brown
Earlier this century Georges Lakhovsky described researches indicating that living cells can be regenerated by applying energy fields of multiple wavelengths. Chock full of schematics, diagrams, research notes, patents, pictures, ideas and suggestions for advancement and refinement of the art, this is the only source which contains the many diverse opinions as to the actual construction details of Lakhovsky’s original MWOs, and this new edition contains many new and updated circuit diagrams as well as new pictures taken at Lakhovsky's home in Paris! You may have heard of different types of devices — this book shows you how to build them all, with reports from researchers who have. From simple experiments with copper coils stimulating the growth of plants to different types of electrical circuits and antenna patterns used in cellular regeneration research, this is THE MWO BOOK for experimenters and researchers. Even Tesla Coil builders can benefit greatly from this handbook. #B00092,160pp, paperback, ... $17.95

MY SEARCH FOR RADIONIC TRUTHS
With Possibilities of Acceptance by Science & Medicine
R. Murray Denning
While only a young man, the author was told by doctors in England he had an 'incurable' disease. But he confounded the doctors after meeting healers who practised the art of radionics and he not only lived to a ripe old age but became a healer himself. The enthralling story of Murray’s 25 year search is a wonderful introduction into the subtle energy world of radionics. Here you will meet some of the most famous pioneers in this field, doctors such as Albert Abrams, Ruth Drown, Dinshah Ghadiali, who dared to innovate — and cure — much to the displeasure of the medical establishment. Other eminent scholars 'overlooked' by the medical and scientific community, such as Mary M. Leigh, Georges Lakhovsky, Darrell Butcher, George Crile, S.W. Tromp also make their appearance. Includes photos and descriptions of rare and unique equipment. Also a very useful synthesis of related fields such as dowsing, color therapy, numerology, yoga and alchemy. Excellent for beginner or advanced researcher alike. #B00090,120pp, paperback, ... $9.95
THE death knell has struck. Wave Radio is dead. How have 70 years of Military Research succeeded in producing a completely new and superior communications technology? Radio History gives a stranger walk than paranoid writers ever tell! While citizens were watching television, military research was directed to create an amazing radiation technology far in advance of any system known. Currently and routinely utilized, it has remained a well guarded “open secret” for decades. The proof patents and relevant research papers have just been retrieved.

★ Discover why is it obvious that neither military nor private developers have yet successfully duplicated Tesla technology.

★ Why is the name H. C. Vion, developer of auroral energy receivers, never mentioned in engineering circles? Who was Dr. Selim Lemstrom, and how did his early explorations in auroral energy research inspire Nikola Tesla toward his lofty achievements in Colorado?

★ Successfully tested by British Military during World War I, what became of the early beam weapons of Grindell-Matthews, Ulivi, Turpain, and others? Who was John Hettinger, and how were his early beam power systems modified through radar technology into ray beam weapons?

★ What was Project Argus? Project Teak? Project Orange? How was the Ionosphere successfully disturbed by a steady series of atomic detonations in 1962? Learn about the frightful characteristics of EMP phenomena, and how these were employed in a strange and deadly technology. What different kinds of EMP weaponry did military developers deploy throughout the 1960’s? Why was a High Command request to employ EMP weaponry in the recent Gulf War denied?

★ Discover why the Air Force directed the construction of a huge Ionospheric “backscatter” telemetry system across the Pacific just after World War II. Find out why the controlled production of Ionospheric disturbance was once important to military teams before the development of space travel. Learn why each of these mammoth global communications systems is no longer state of the art. How did the unexpected emergence of space technology speed the demise of earth based radio systems?

★ Not a weapon, not a psychotronics system, not a weather modifier, why is HAARP NOT the program which so many have claimed? Why can the IRI never achieve the objectives cited by a few authors? Learn about the real motivations so powerfully at work in Conspiracy Writers, and why they are not equipped to crack the secret of HAARP.

Why are the Eastlund Patents not relevant to HAARP, and why has Raytheon continued to collect every HAARP relevant patent for several years? What is the “merchandise” which HAARP promises to yield?

★ What was Project Sanguine originally designed to do? Find out why it is not an invincible system. Learn why the ELF heart of Naval Command is eventually to be dismantled.

★ How were X-Rays used to detect underground movements? How were Gamma Rays routinely used in communicating from submarines to command headquarters via military satellites?

Facts quell hysteria, but Truth is stranger than fiction. Want the answers? This complete technical history of military projects will show the development of every relevant project preceding and exceeding HAARP. Only the facts. No hysteria. Complete with communications and weapons patent citations, this book will forever change your view of world events and technology.
NEW BOOKS

ON THE TRACK OF WATER'S SECRETS
From Viktor Schauburger to Johann Grander
Hans Kronberger and Siegbert Lattacher
Television journalist Hans Kronberger investigates the research and observations of some of the most important scientists/naturalists who have dealt with the secrets of water; especially the work of Viktor Schauburger and Johann Grander. He delves into such aspects as the "memory" of water, the revitalization of water, reviving "dead" water, and liquid manure revitalization. Kronberger and his writing partner, Siegbert Lattacher, have put together a wonderful account of their findings and offer an entertaining synopsis on this important subject. Includes color pictures, a bibliography, and a list of resources. Highly recommended.
#B0360, 173pp, hardbound, ... $30.00

LIVING ENERGIES
Callum Coats
Former architect, Callum Coats, has succeeded in locating and re-assembling the scattered work of Viktor Schauburger and translating it into English. In Living Energies he has made these complex and inter-related ideas entirely comprehensible and forms the basis for a new eco-technology which no longer fights nature but has learned to work in harmony with her. This excellent text follows the highly acclaimed book on Schauburger's work, Living Water by Olof Alexandersson.
#B0352, 311pp, paperback, ... $19.95

DIMENSIONS OF RADIONICS
David V. Tansley, in collaboration with Malcolm Rae and Aubrey T. Westlake
Written by some of the foremost scholars in the field, this volume has become a definitive manual on the subject. It details the subtle energies and constitution of the human body. Emphasis is placed upon diagnosis of the spiritual, mental, and physical qualities of the individual via the ether fields (distance from the subject has no bearing); and the broadcasting of subtle energies (homeopathic, flower essence, color, and gemstone) back to the subject, thus returning a balanced and tuned system. Instructions cover the use of Malcolm Rae's homeopathic potency stimulators, including those which have an extended range. Illustrated with many charts and diagrams.
#B0357, 206pp, ... $17.95

THE DIVINING HAND
The 550-Year-Old Mystery of Dowsing
Christopher Bird
"To dowse," says the author of this definitive study of the divining art, "is to search with the aid of a hand-held instrument such as a forked stick or a pendular bob on the end of a string - for anything: subterranean water flowing in a narrow underground fissure, a pool of oil or a vein of mineral ore, a buried sewer pipe or electrical cable, an airplane downed in a mountain wilderness, a disabled ship helplessly adrift in a gale, a lost wallet or dog, a missing person, or perhaps a buried treasure. Co-author of The Secret Life of Plants, Christopher Bird has filled this book with exciting, documented stories, most of them illustrated with photographs and diagrams. It provides a complete history of the art of dowsing around the world and discusses in detail the various existing theories attempting to explain this extraordinary phenomenon.
#B0347, 372pp, large paperback, ... $29.95

SECRETS OF THE SOIL
New Age Solutions for Restoring our Planet
Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird.
Secrets of the Soil tells the fascinating story of the innovative, nontraditional, often surprising things that certain scientists, farmers and mystics are doing to save our planet from self-destruction - such as using the techniques of Rudolf Steiner's biodynamic agriculture with its reliance on ethereal forces from the planets, Dan Carlson's growth-stimulating Sonic Bloom, and rock dust as fertilizer to revitalize depleted soils; or gardening with the help of devas and nature spirits, and applying psychic skills to reverse serious agricultural problems.
#B0346, 444pp, paperback, ... $16.00
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NEW BOOKS

BIOLOGICAL TRANSMUTATIONS
C.L. Kervran
From 1935 to 1955, in an investigation into effects on man of the conditions in which he lives and works, C. L. Kervran was able to study some clear cases of intoxication caused by carbon monoxide when no one was able to detect CO in the air the men were breathing. It was not until 1955 that he determined the cause. For four years he undertook systematic research which ended by confirming that nature is capable of transmuting elements. The problems of ecology, medicine and nutrition, and the alarming rise of radioactivity are too acute to be dealt with solely through academic channels. The understanding of the biological transmutations requires nothing more than the casting aside of all rigid thought while studying them. Transmutations are now recognized in medicine. They have opened the door to new treatments and therapeutics for reputedly " incurable" diseases. Agronomists are already practicing Kervran's findings on a large scale. Mr. Kervran, with his discovery of biological transmutation, has given this chaotic and scientific world the Alladin's Lamp by which we can save ourselves and our diseased earth.

#B0345, 134pp, hardbound, ... $14.95

RESONANT FREQUENCY THERAPY
Building the Rife Beam Ray Device
James E. Bare, DC
This groundbreaking book includes a complete set of instructions on the construction of a modern version of the Rife Beam Ray Device. Also included is a list of components with directions on how to obtain, modify, and assemble them to create a fully functioning Beam Ray Device. "If you are interested in Rife's work...drop what you are doing and buy this book!" — Peter Lindemann.

#B0344, 80pp, spiralbound, ... $25.00

AQUAVIDEO
Locating Underground Water
Verne L. Cameron, Edited and prepared by Bill Cox.
Here, Verne Cameron, considered one of the great dowsing masters of modern times, reveals his inner-most secrets. He lifts the veil of superstition, while exploding Dowsing fallacies. Learn to locate hidden sources of water, oil, treasure, metals, precious stones, and objects (including lost persons, animals, and moving targets). Learn to read signs leading to underground ojos, interconnecting circles, ovals, and rectangular fissures, geysers, cold springs, ascending waters, mineral, and hot springs. Learn to detect sub-surface obstructions, dikes, angular rifts, and water-bearing earthquake faults. Learn how to use the wand or rod, forked-switch, pendulum, water compass, Cameron Aurameter, the "witness," and a wide-variety of water-locating doodlebugs. Cameron explains the relationship between Dowsing and Radiesthesia; the nature of strange "devil rings," noxious earth rays and more.

#B0351, 128pp, paperback, ... $11.95

SKY PHENOMENA
A Guide to Naked-Eye Observation of the Stars
Norman Davidson.
Sky Phenomena is an unusual and practical guide to the sky as we see it—with the naked eye. The author leads the student/reader from the appearance of the stars as seen from Earth, through observation of the Sun, Moon, and planets, to a deeper understanding of the Copernican revolution, comets and meteors. The text includes mythological and historical aspects, a unique collections of poetry, and appendices dealing with future astronomical events, technical data, materials and publications, and a comprehensive glossary of astronomical terms.

#B0353, 208pp, paperback, ... $19.95

PRODIGAL GENIUS
The Life of Nikola Tesla
John J. O'Neill
Pulitzer Prize winner John J. O'Neill presents a penetrating study of the life and mind of a scientific superman, Nikola Tesla. A brilliant eccentric, Tesla's life has the quality of the strangest romance. He made his first million before he was forty, yet gave up the royalties on his most profitable invention as a gesture of friendship, and died almost in poverty. Handsome, magnetic, and elegant, he was the "catch" of New York society, yet no woman could win him from his dedication to science. He refused to accept the Nobel Prize; and when others claimed credit for the revolutionary ideas his extraordinary mind threw forth, he did not contest them. O'Neill has written the definitive biography on Nikola Tesla. This is a must-have for anyone even mildly interested in Tesla's legacy.

#B0254, 329pp, paperback, ... $9.00
THE ASTROLOGICAL BODY TYPES  
*Face, Form, and Expression*  
Judith Hill

This is the most complete compendium of Astrological Body Types available anywhere. The book contains over 80 illustrations accurately depicting the archetypal Zodiac Sign Types, Planetary Types, Elemental and Modal Types. Character, appearance, vocational suggestions plus numerous example personalities are included for each astrological body type. Extra highlights: the Lunar Nodes and Physical Appearance, Face-Reading Fundamentals, and Significators of Physical Appearance in the Birth Chart. “This uniquely intelligent milestone goes beyond the realm of physiognomy to also provide a delightful approach to the fundamental principles of astrology itself. Appropriate for advanced professionals and beginners alike.” — Barbara Morgan, Director of ISIS: Institute for Stellar Influence Studies.  
#B0323, 167pp, paperback, ... $17.95

PLANETARY INFLUENCES UPON PLANTS  
Ernst Michael Kranich

At the beginning of our century a significant change occurred in the investigation of life. The great achievements of the nineteenth century had taken place in the investigation of form; anatomy and comparative morphology had their golden age, of which little is noticeable at universities nowadays. But more recently the interest of biology has shifted from the external form of the organs to life processes and behavior. This book carefully traces the relationship of the “form language” of plants to the planets. Many examples and drawings are included illustrating the connections between the orbital paths of the planets and the shapes and movements found in a variety of plant life. Highly recommended.  
#B0329, 184pp, paperback, ... $12.95

THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS  
Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird

Although this book focuses on the plantworld, it is possibly the finest introduction to the borderland sciences ever written! Exploring the world of plants and its relation to mankind as revealed by the latest discoveries of scientists, The Secret Life of Plants includes remarkable information about plants as lie detectors and plants as ecological sentinels; it describes their ability to adapt to human wishes, their response to music, their curative powers, and their ability to communicate with man. Authors Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird suggest that the most far-reaching revolution of the twentieth century—one that could save or destroy the planet—may come from the bottom of your garden. This book is also a virtual “who’s who” in the field of the borderland sciences and details many remarkable and reproducible experiments.  
#B0332, 402pp, paperback, ... $15.00

BOOKS BY VINCENT GADDIS

MYSTERIOUS FIRES & LIGHTS  
Vincent Gaddis

Strange conflagrations that have destroyed entire cities. The antics of lethal lightning and intelligent fireballs. Living UFOs, shining fish of the atmospheric sea. Will-o’-the-wisps and ghost lights. Houses that set themselves on fire. Fiery poltergeists, firewalkers and salamanders. Spontaneous human combustion and supernatural arson. The extraordinary electrodynamic nature of human beings, & many more amazing facts...  
#B0252, 178 pp, paperback, ... $11.95

NATIVE AMERICAN MYTHS & MYSTERIES  
Vincent Gaddis

Scholarly, but highly readable and entertaining, this book is a must for students of the Native American culture, ceremony and prophecy. In vivid detail Gaddis traces the forgotten knowledge of the megalithic stone builders; the vast networks of subterranean tunnels and caverns where hoards of Incan gold still lie hidden; the cyclopean ruins of Tiahuanaco and cities lost deep in the Amazonian jungle; and legends of the world-wide cataclysms that destroyed these pre-historic civilizations, “…full of cultural, archaeological, and historical mysteries, and Gaddis writes with passion.” — Fortean Times  
#B0126, 108 pp, paperback, ... $12.95
SCIENCE FRONTIERS:
Some Anomalies and Curiosities of Nature
Compiled by William R. Corliss
If you are interested in factual information that throws a wrench in modern theories of archeology, astronomy, biology, geology, geophysics, and related scientific dogmas, then this book is a must for your library. Incredible ancient engineering works are found scattered across the earth in the most unlikely places; modern human bones and artifacts are found in 50,000 year old strata; curious geological formations are found on our nearby planets indicating major catastrophes in their past; the unexplained Cambrian explosion of life provided bizarre life forms best left forgotten; missing or out-of-place sediments betoken a formative process for the earth unlike any conceived by modern science; electrical and chemical anomalies abound; mysterious human functions question our very nature. All this and more can be found in this incredible collection of odd and bizarre scientific facts.
#B0302, 356 pages, 8½ x 11 format, paperback, ... $18.95

EARTH ENERGIES
A Quest for the Hidden Power of the Planet
Serge Kahili King
Ancient civilizations, understood and used unseen forces, which the author calls Vril, for healing and moving massive stones. In more recent times, researchers such as Mesmer, Reichenbach, and Reich worked with "magnetism," "Od," and "Orgone," which King argues are the same as Vril. The book details experiments King and others performed confirming the work of these men and gives directions for readers to experiment for themselves. Pyramid Energy; Vivaxis — the healing effect of standing on an axis line with your place of birth; Radionics; Geomancy — The ancient art of placing structures in a landscape and furnishings in a room according to energy principles; Future prospects — Hopes for using Vril to aid in healing, agriculture, and pollution control. #B0199, 250pp, illus, paperback, ... $12.00

LIVING WATER
Victor Schauberger and the Secrets of Natural Energy
Olof Alexandersson
This is the story of the pioneering Austrian naturalist Victor Schauberger, who by studying fish in streams and by closely observing the natural water cycle, was able to solve basic problems of energy transformation. His discovery of implosive energy and diamagnetism had many practical applications, most of which have yet to be developed. Subjects include: Schauberger's Teachings on Water, The Life and Death of a Forest, Perpetual Motion, Implosion and Biosynthesis, and more.
#B0133, 162pp, paperback, ... $11.95

THE BASIS OF POTENTIZATION RESEARCH
Theodor Schwenk
Presents the theoretical, spiritual-scientific basis of the working of potentized remedies and also summarizes and discusses many of the important experimental verifications of the effects of potentized substances. Potentization is the rhythmic dilution of a substance into its homeopathic/energetic form. These remedies are so "dilute" that they contain none of the original substance, yet the dramatic effects of these potentized dilutions have been well documented for several centuries. An important book for those who want to be informed about how homeopathic remedies work, and to discover the reality of the ethereal forces.
#B0151, 93pp, paperback, ... $10.00

GOETHE'S SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
Edited and translated by Douglas Miller
Goethe's scientific work is less familiar to the reading public than his poetry, yet his understanding of natural phenomena displays the same sensitivity and brilliance as his depictions of human relationships. Goethe calls upon the scientist to develop his perceptions both inwardly and outwardly in pursuing the continuum of nature through a world which is interconnected and alive. His methodology is thought-provoking; his research in anatomy, botany, physics, chemistry, zoology, meteorology, and geology challenges modern assumptions just as it challenged the tenets of his own time. This volume brings the reader a new translation of over forty carefully chosen selections from Goethe's scientific writings; few of these have been available in English. A major section is devoted to Goethe's great work on optics the Theory of Color. The text is accompanied by several of Goethe's original illustrations, and the editor has provided an introduction and explanatory notes to guide the reader through the pleasures and complexities of Goethe's work in the sciences.
#B0333, 344pp, paperback, ... $16.95
PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
Olive Whicher
A non-mathematician's approach to projective geometry cultivates the power of inner visualization of the etheric forces. As a plane is composed of many lines and points, so is the point composed of many planes and lines, expressing the dual nature of this geometry over the one sided geometry of Euclid. This is a layperson's introduction to an important perspective necessary to Borderland Research into the creative formative forces of the universe. The mobile action of life cannot be accounted for via an x,y,z axis system, but can readily be understood by the various projections of point, line and plane. This is the significant information completely lacking from so-called "chaos theory", without which the fundamental forces of the universe will never be understood. Understanding projective geometry is the key to many fields of research, including Constable's etheric weather engineering and Dollard's Tesla research, without which progress will not be made. #B0175, 292pp, large paperback, ... $31.95

MAN OR MATTER
Ernst Lehrs
An overview of the elements, ethers, Goethe's metamorphoses of plants, chemical activities in planetary life, the science of color, etc. Lehrs reveals to the reader not only how science has been inescapably led to the illusions it holds today, but more importantly, how the reader may correct in himself these misconceptions brought into his world view through our modern education. A comprehension of the ethers as well as a full understanding of Goethe's counter-Newtonian color theory may be accomplished by the reading of this book. The importance of this line of thought must not be underestimated as the missing keys of science are in this remarkable tome. Don't leave this stone unturned! #B0141, 544 pp, paperback, ... $24.00

AWAKEN HEALING LIGHT OF THE TAO
Mantak & Maneewan Chia
This manual shows how to circulate the life-force, or Chi, in a simple loop up the spine and down the front acupuncture channels of the body. Balancing these Yang (male) and Yin (female) currents of bio-energy is the most direct path to physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual well-being. In this sequel to his widely acclaimed classic, Awaken Healing Energy Through the Tao, Taoist Master Mantak Chia gives an overview of the complete Taoist body/mind/spirit system. He shares new methods of activating the life-force refined while teaching thousands of Western students. Heal yourself by pulsing Chi through key points in the body, Relax and smile your way to enlightenment with the Cosmic Inner Smile. Redirect sexual passion into a loving heart and speed your spiritual growth. Quickly energize any meditation with spinal Chi Kung Warm-Ups. Tap the three primordial forces of Earth, Heaven, and Higher Self to achieve immortality. #B0248, 562pp, paperback, ... $16.95

O2XYGEN THERAPIES
A New Way of Approaching Disease
Ed McCabe
Oxygen therapy is being enthusiastically adopted by health practitioners at home and abroad. This book is the most complete source available on Oxygenation Therapies and Research. Contents: Hydrogen Peroxide, Father Wilhelm, Walter Grotz, Success Stories, Oxygenation, Antioxidants & Cancer, OZONE, Healing, Dr. Gerard Sunnen, AIDS, Viruses, Medizone, Industrial Ozone, Spas, Ginseng, Co-enzyme Q10, Bioelectricity, Alternative Disciplines, Case Histories, Scientific Basis, sources for further information and products and much more. #B0103, 212pp, paperback, ... $15.00

GROW A GARDEN AND BE SELF-SUFFICIENT
Ehrenfried Pfeiffer & Erika Reise.
This is the best introduction to the subject of biodynamic gardening, and is filled with practical suggestions for the biodynamic gardener, whether a beginner or an experienced gardener. Contains information on proper composting and how to mix plants (companion planting) for quality produce. One of the most important books for your future! Includes a suggested garden layout for premium food supply. #B0153, 128pp, paperback, ... $8.50
LOST CITIES SERIES BY DAVID HATCHER CHILDRESS

LOST CITIES & ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF SOUTH AMERICA
David Hatcher Childress
Take an unforgettable journey deep into deadly jungles, windswept mountains and scorching deserts in search of lost civilizations and ancient mysteries. Explore stone cities high in mountain forests and fantastic tales of Inca treasure, living dinosaurs, and a mysterious tunnel system. Learn of Irish Incas, frozen mummies, ancient giants and lost technologies. Explore lost mines and megalithic cities scattered about by massive prehistoric earthquakes. Includes both early and current maps, photos and illustrations, and plenty of advice for the explorer planning his or her own journey of discovery. #B0264, paperback, $14.95

LOST CITIES OF ANCIENT LEMURIA & THE PACIFIC
David Hatcher Childress
Was there once a lost continent in the Pacific? Did ancient Egyptian, Peruvian, Chinese and other sailors continually cross the Pacific in ancient times? Who built the mysterious megaliths that appear throughout the region? The gigantic ruins strewn across the Pacific provide enigmatic proof of a mysterious past that would rewrite history if examined properly. Childress examines the theories and legends surrounding the ancient land of Lemuria and comes to some surprising conclusions. Contains many maps of lost civilizations & continents in the Pacific. #B0220, paperback, $12.95

LOST CITIES OF CHINA, CENTRAL ASIA & INDIA
David Hatcher Childress
Take an incredible adventure across some of the world's oldest and most remote countries in search of lost cities and ancient mysteries. Discover ancient cities in the Gobi Desert; hear fantastic tales of lost continents, vanished civilizations and secret societies bent on ruling the world. Visit forgotten monasteries in forbidding snow-capped mountains with strange tunnels to mysterious subterranean cities! A unique combination of far-out exploration and practical travel advice; it will astound and delight the experienced traveler or the armchair voyager. Illustrated: maps, photos & drawings. #B0265, paperback, $14.95

LOST CITIES OF NORTH & CENTRAL AMERICA
David Hatcher Childress
From the jungles of Central America to the deserts of the southwest you will explore deep into unknown America. Search for lost Mayan cities and books of gold; Discover an ancient canal system in Arizona; Climb gigantic pyramids in the Midwest; explore megalithic monuments in New England; and join the astonishing quest for the lost cities throughout North America. From the war-torn jungles of Guatemala, Nicaragua and Honduras to the deserts, mountains and fields of Mexico, Canada and the U.S.A., Childress takes the reader in search of sunken ruins, Viking forts, Strange tunnel systems, living dinosaurs, early Chinese explorers, and fantastic gold treasure. Packed with maps, photos and illustrations. #B0218, paperback, $14.95

LOST CITIES & ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF AFRICA & ARABIA
David Hatcher Childress
Cross ancient deserts, dusty plains and steaming jungles as you quest for lost cities and ancient mysteries. Discover forbidden cities in the Empty Quarter of Arabia, "Atlantean" ruins in Egypt and the Kalahari desert, a mysterious, ancient empire in the Sahara, and more. An extraordinary tale of travel: across war-torn countries Childress searches for King Solomon's Mines, living dinosaurs, the Ark of the Covenant and the solutions to the fantastic mysteries of the past. Well illustrated with maps, photos and drawings. #B0263, paperback, $14.95
MORE AMAZING BOOKS

LOST CITIES OF ATLANTIS, ANCIENT EUROPE & THE MEDITERRANEAN
David Hatcher Childress

Atlantis! The legendary lost continent comes under the close scrutiny of maverick archaeologist David Hatcher Childress in this sixth book in the internationally popular Lost Cities series. Childress takes the reader on a quest for the lost continent of Atlantis in search of sunken cities in the Mediterranean; across the Atlas Mountains in search of Atlantean ruins; and to remote islands in search of megalithic ruins, living legends, and secret societies. Ancient technology, cataclysms, megalithic construction, lost civilizations, are all explored in this amazing book. Childress challenges the skeptics and proves that great civilizations not only existed in the past but that the modern world and its problems are reflections of the ancient world of Atlantis. Illustrated with hundreds of maps, photos & diagrams. #B0327, 524 pp., paperback, ... $16.95

RIDDLE OF THE PACIFIC
John MacMillan Brown

Oxford scholar John Macmillan Brown was one of New Zealand’s great educators. He was a founding professor at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch in 1874. A prolific author and traveller, Riddle of the Pacific is Macmillan’s learned work of lost civilizations of the Pacific. First published in London in 1924, this rare classic has been one of the most difficult books on Pacific archaeology to find. Out of print for over 70 years, this highly illustrated volume is a scholarly study of such far-out topics as a lost continent in the Pacific, ancient writing in the Pacific, the stonework of Easter Island, megalithic roads on Rarotonga and remote Maiden Island, connections between New Zealand and Easter Island, ancient tattoo customs, and much more. #B0358, 312pp, paperback, ... $16.95

EXTRATERRESTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY
Incredible Proof We Are Not Alone
David Hatcher Childress

100’s of amazing pictures! A trip to the strange and fascinating worlds of Mars, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Saturn, and other planets for a look at the alien structures that appear there. Whether skeptic or believer, this book allows you to view for yourself the amazing pyramids, domes, spaceports, obelisks that are profiled in photo after photo. Using official NASA and Soviet photos, as well as other photos taken via telescope, this book seeks to prove that many of the planets (and moons) of our solar system are in some way inhabited by intelligent life. #B0286, 312pp, paperback, ... $18.95

VIMANA AIRCRAFT OF ANCIENT INDIA & ATLANTIS
David Hatcher Childress

Did the ancients have the technology of flight? In this incredible volume on ancient India, authentic Indian texts such as the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, are used to prove that ancient aircraft were in use more than four thousand years ago. Included in this book is the entire Fourth Century B.C.E. manuscript Vimaanika Shastra by the ancient author Maharishi Bharadwaaja, translated into English by the Mysore Sanskrit professor G.R. Josyer. Also included are chapters on Atlantean technology, the incredible Rama Empire of India and the devastating wars that destroyed it. Also an entire chapter on mercury vortex propulsion and mercury gyros, the power source described in the ancient Indian texts. Not to be missed by those interested in ancient civilizations or the UFO enigma. #B0219, 334 pages, paperback, 104 rare photographs, ... $15.95

MAN-MADE UFOS, 1944-1994
Renato Vesco & David Hatcher Childress

A comprehensive and in-depth look at the early “flying saucer technology” of Nazi Germany and the genesis of early man-made UFOs from the captured German scientists to escaped battalions of Germans to secret communities in South America and Antarctica to today’s state-of-the-art “Dreamland” flying machines. This astonishing book blows the lid off the “Government UFO conspiracy” and explains with technical diagrams the technology involved. This astounding book is packed with photos and diagrams. #B0320, 400pp, paperback, ... $18.95
THE FANTASTIC INVENTIONS OF NIKOLA TESLA
by Nikola Tesla with additional material by David Hatcher Childress
This book is a virtual compendium of patents, diagrams, photos, and explanations of the many incredible inventions of the originator of the modern era of electrification. Covered in depth, often in Tesla’s own words, are such topics as wireless transmission of power, death rays, and radio-controlled airships. Contains the complete work: Experiments with Alternate Currents of High Potential & High Frequency. Students of German bases in Antarctica and South America will appreciate the last chapter of the book which deals with a secret city built in a remote jungle site in South America by one of Tesla’s students, Guglielmo Marconi. Marconi’s secret group claimed to have built flying saucers in the 1940s and to have gone to Mars in the early 1950s! Incredible photos of these craft are included at the end of the book. A portion of one chapter deals with various theories on Tesla’s system and the ancient Atlantean system of broadcasting energy through a grid system of obelisks and pyramids. Students of free energy, Anti-gravity, Mars and Atlantis, don’t miss this book. Highly illustrated with hundreds of rare photos, drawings and patents.

#B0340, 342pp, paperback, ... $16.95

INVENTIONS, RESEARCHES & WRITINGS OF NIKOLA TESLA
Nikola Tesla
The record of the pioneering work of a great genius. Tesla blazed the path that electrical development followed for many years. This book allows contemporary readers to experience the amazing range of Tesla’s thinking. There is great intellectual profit in studying a vigorous and original mind, and Tesla was one of the most energetic and visionary thinkers of this century. Includes lectures, articles and discussions.

#B0256, 496pp, hardback, ... $18.50

BOOKS BY GEORGE TRINKAUS

TESLA: THE LOST INVENTIONS
George Trinkaus
Here are the suppressed inventions of Nikola Tesla all in one place rendered in clear English and in 42 illustrations. Tesla was famous at the turn of the century for inventing the alternating current system still in use today. But his later inventions, documented in some 30 U.S. patents between 1890 and 1921, have never been utilized as Tesla intended despite their obvious potential for advancing in fundamental ways the technology of modern civilization. Among these lost inventions: the disk-turbine rotary engine, the tesla-coil electric energy magnifier, high-frequency lighting systems, the magnifying transmitter, wireless power, and the free-energy receiver.

#B0261, 33pp, saddle, ... $5.95

TESLA COIL
George Trinkaus
Invented by Nikola Tesla back in 1891, the Tesla coil can boost power from a wall socket or battery to millions of high frequency volts. In this document, the only systematic treatment of the Tesla coil for the electrical non-expert, you’ll find a wealth of information on one of the best-kept secrets of electric technology, plus all the facts you need to build a tesla coil on any scale. And you can build one out of everyday stuff. A well-tuned coil’s output is harmless but can perform amazing tasks. Light your home, farm, or ranch at a fraction of the usual cost. Disinfect water. Build a powerful radio transmitter. Learn about the souped-up Tesla coil called the magnifying transmitter and how Tesla envisioned its use for wireless electric power and global communications.

#B0262, 24pp, saddle, ... $4.95

RADIO TESLA
The Secret of Tesla’s Radio and Wireless Power
George Trinkaus
In clear English with a minimum of math, this booklet details the peculiar radio technology of Nikola Tesla. Early elemental radio devices like Tesla’s are fascinating and worthy of study because they remind us that powerful radio technologies can be so simple and accessible. Tesla’s transmitters produced high-voltage, sudden-pulse disturbances conducted through the earth at low frequencies. His radio is as taboo in official science as his wireless power, which works on the very same principals. Tesla said the radio physics of Hertz, still in vogue, was an “aberration,” a “fiction.” Modern radio took a lot from Tesla, but what did it ignore? Also: spark gaps reconsidered, grounding rediscovered, low frequency revived, lament on solid state, underground radio, the suppression of amateur radio, radio-free energy.

#B0260, 35pp, saddle, ... $6.50
COMMON SENSE PHYSICS
Larry Spring
This fascinating book contains: MY ELECTROMAGNETIC SPHERICAL THEORY & MY EXPERIMENTS TO PROVE IT — Spring's original analysis of radio, TV and satellite antennas, including his personal observations, experiments and theories of the electromagnetic spectrum from DC, through 60 cycle AC, to light. ELECTROMAGNETIC HEAT — Gravity & magnetism, Heat as the breath of life, Solar heat, Frequency and time, Reflection, Diffusion, Absorption and Heat conduction, Light, heat and electricity. ELECTROMAGNETIC SEA IN WHICH WE LIVE — Electromagnetism neither wave or particle, Laws of physics with amendments, Energy in space, Perpetual motion, Magnets and Monopoles, Atomic analysis, Spring's atomic model, Tidal waves and electrical pulses, massless and weightless energy. NOW I SEE — A continuation of Spring's electromagnetic observations. Shape and size of energy, Spring challenges explanations of electrical field and heat, Force fields, Photons, Transparency - Reflectivity, Sound, Neutron - Electrical dipole. ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCITOS — Logical physics, Seven ingredients, Relativity, Spring's Gravititos, Electritos, and Magnetic Forcitos — components of lines of force, Escaping gravity, Determining radiated energy size, Retina of eye is antenna field. PLUS: I AM ENERGY; MENDOCINO BRUSHLESS SOLAR MOTOR; LARRY SPRING'S 22 Discoveries not found in Other Physics Books; NEW WAY OF UNDERSTANDING THE ATOM.
#B0267, large paperback, ... $24.95

MAGNESHERES AND THE SPRING ATOM
A Condensed Reference Book
by Larry Spring
Using TV wavelengths 150,000 to 9,600,000 times the size of light, Larry was able to determine the spherical shape, size, alternating polarity magnetic structure, compressability and bounce characteristics of electromagnetic energy. Here is a revision of the interior of the atom and the understanding of heat. This condensed reference book also includes the Mendocino Brushless Solar Motor. #B0326, 102 pages, paperback, ... $5.95

GRAVITY IS A PUSH
Walter C. Wright, Jr.
Einstein theorized that gravity is a kind of magnetism generated around any physical body in the form of a unified field. Author Wright takes this theory one step further to demonstrate with a wide variety of formulas, diagrams, and models that the force of gravity, rather than emanating from the earth, comes from outer space, and that objects are pushed towards the earth rather than attracted by it. Mr. Wright has been working on his theory that gravity is a push between heavenly bodies for more than ten years and in that time has generated a great deal of controversy as well as a large following who believes his theory. Most fascinating and thought-provoking. #B0156, 176pp, hardbound, ... $9.95

DISTANT VISION
Romance and Discovery on an Invisible Frontier
Elma G. Farnsworth
The biography of Philo Taylor Farnsworth II, the Utah farmboy who conceived the basic operating principles of electronic television at the age of 13 years. Despite his humble beginnings, this daring young dreamer persevered until his dream became reality, and his work touched the lives of every man, woman, and child alive today. Beginning with the first moment of inspiration — while plowing a potato field in Rigby, Idaho — this book traces the unlikely chain of events that enabled Farnsworth to produce the first all electronic television picture in San Francisco on September 7, 1927. As television began to capture the world's imagination in the 1950's, Farnsworth went on to pursue even more daring work. In the 1960's he designed and built a device capable of producing nuclear fusion electronically — a process that would have changed our world far more than television ever could! With this lovingly crafted volume, the late inventor's wife provides an intimate, first-hand account of their lives together on the leading edge of discovery. #B0174, 333pp, hardbound, ... $24.95
24 Movement Tai Chi Qu’an with Master Lei Li

In this 40 minute video, Master martial artist Lei Li teaches the introductory 24 Movement Form of Tai Chi Qu’an. Tai Chi can be considered the “radionics” of body movement, and has been proven to relieve stress, increase mental and physical energy, and develop muscle tone. The slow, rhythmic movements provide all the benefits of a rigorous workout, without the potentially harmful side effects. Here, Master Lei Li guides you through warm-up exercises, basic footwork, and the entire 24 movement form, step by step.

“Lei Li is simply the best martial arts instructor I’ve ever personally trained with, and this video is a testimony to his great teaching ability.” — Michael Theroux

Tai Chi Qu’an with Master Lei Li
#V0046, VHS Video, 60 mins., ... $29.95
Special Borderlands Catalog price only ... $19.95

AURA MOTORS with Gerry Vassilatos

Author, researcher, Gerry Vassilatos takes us on an experimental tour of the Aura Motor, or Auric Engine. The Aura Motor is simply a metal vane balanced on a pivot point, and has been used for years to demonstrate psychokinetic ability. These unique devices have received little exposure in recent years, until now. In this video, Gerry not only affirms the capability of the aura to move the vane, but equally fascinates us with demonstrations of the vane’s reaction to various substances. His insightful commentary is filled with historical references, and gives us a renewed awareness of the power of auric emanations. This video is sure to be a classic in the field of borderland research!

AURA MOTORS, #V0047, VHS Video, 30 mins., ... $19.95
THE FIVE RITES OF REJUVENATION

Want to participate in one of the simplest, most exciting exercise programs available? Do you want to reap the benefits gained through activating your own internal powers? THE FIVE RITES OF REJUVENATION provides you with easy to follow instruction on the Rites. Faithfully based on Peter Kelder's original Eye of Revelation this video will be a great aid in discovering the secret "Fountain of Youth" within you. Now you can visualize your psychic vortexes being stimulated to action! After the instructional portion there is an easy to follow performance of the Rites you may use as daily guidance to allow yourself to rapidly gain benefits from this program. Once you begin the Five Rites of Rejuvenation you will wish you had started years ago. Why wait? Start today!

#V0034, VHS, ... $29.95 Catalog Sale Price $19.95

William Gordon Allen's

OVERLORDS of the UFO

This scientific documentary brings into perspective the greatest mystery of our time — the UFO. Mysterious happenings have been occurring all through recorded history, but have greatly accelerated in the last 50 years: Our fastest jets are paced and passed by these enigmatic craft; They have been sighted and photographed by over 25 astronauts; Satellites have mysteriously disappeared from orbit; Bizarre mutilations of livestock have puzzled researchers; A pond is found frozen during warm weather after a UFO is sighted over it; Abductions and examinations of ordinary people going about their business have taken place. All authoritative sources in academia and science are silent. The government is close-mouthed. Airline pilot's jobs are threatened if they publicly report what they have seen. From what world or etheric dimension do these enigmatic craft emerge? What new forms of knowledge do they portend? What realities lie beyond our present human knowledge? Who are the Overlords of the UFO? This movie, first released in 1976, is still excitingly important today as it contains many keys to the mystery.

#V0036, 95 minutes, color VHS, ... $19.95

THE LAKHOVSKY MULTIPLE WAVE OSCILLATOR VIDEO

with Tom Brown

An exploration of the concepts Georges Lakhovsky pondered during development of his MWO. This video describes his far-reaching researches into the nature of health, the relationship of life and cosmic energies, and how to correct imbalances of energy with applied energetic fields. Many different types of MWOs have been built over the years. This video takes an overview of the entire area of research in order to guide future experiments. A demonstration is given of various MWOs in the Borderland collection describing the unique characteristics of each type of device. Many ideas and leads for the serious researcher. #V0031, 30 mins. VHS, ... $19.95

RIFE RESEARCH LABORATORY

narrated by John Crane.

This is the rare footage from the 1930s of California pathologist Royal R. Rife, discoverer of the cancer-causing BX virus, in his ground-breaking laboratory. In this video we are shown, among many other things, lab mice inflicted with cancer viruses and cured with the Ray tube and Microscope. Rife developed an amazingly advanced medical technology beyond orthodox explanations. This video shows his original work and is a guide for researchers who want to follow in his footsteps. #V0003, B/W, 45 min., VHS, ... $19.95
NATURE WAS MY TEACHER

The Vision of Viktor Schauberger

An in-depth exposé of Viktor Schauberger’s Project Implosion — which promised to give humanity free, clean energy while allowing for the return of balance in nature. An Austrian Forestmaster, Schauberger was an awesome personality whose technological discoveries, once understood and used, will change the face of our civilization for the better — forever! However, his work was heavily suppressed by the Nazis and the U.S. government and it is very difficult to discover what Viktor was up to. Who was this man Viktor Schauberger, and what sort of evolved discoveries did he make which prompted a methodical invalidation of his ideas? This video reveals all the soul-stirring details of his life commitment — the proposals, the inventions, and the predictions that so upset the establishment. This video celebrates Victor’s dedication to the salvation and glorification of water... the lifeblood of the earth. Witness for yourself the astounding contributions one remarkable man attempted to bring to a planet already showing signs of the desperate times ahead during the 1920's and 30’s.

#V0030, VHS, 45 mins, color, ... $19.95

EXTRATERRESTRIAL ARCHEOLOGY: THE VIDEO

David Hatcher Childress

This remarkable video reveals shocking evidence that many of the planets and moons in our solar system are or have been inhabited. Journey to strange and fascinating worlds in a visual search for ancient structures, surface features and evidence of ETs on the Moon and nearby planets. You will be astounded at all the evidence that Childress has compiled showing that not only is the universe far stranger than we have been led to believe, but that NASA knows about this and never reveals the truth.

#V0045, 65 mins. VHS, ... $24.95

TESLA'S LONGITUDINAL ELECTRICITY

A laboratory demonstration video with Eric P. Dollard & Peter Lindemann

If you've ever wondered if there is more to a Tesla coil than just making big sparks then watch this video. Borderland presents a series of experiments providing you with factual data on the reality of Tesla’s theories. You will see experiments on: The One-Wire Electrical Transmission System; The Wireless Power Transmission System; Transmission of Direct Current Through Space; and, a novel form of electric light which attracts material objects but repels a human hand! Also presented is a longitudinal broadcast from Borderland Labs to a nearby beach, using the ocean as an antenna. These experiments can be reproduced by any competent researcher, there are no secrets here! Today’s conceptions of a Tesla Coil provide the researcher with little practical material. Eric Dollard reintroduces the “pancake” Tesla Coils in a series of experiments taken directly from Tesla’s work. No modern interpretations needed, we went to the source — and it worked! Construction details are given. If you want to do some exciting, exploratory work into Tesla’s theories then this video will certainly give you a good start.

#V0005, 60 min, VHS, ... $19.95

TRANSVERSE & LONGITUDINAL ELECTRIC WAVES

A laboratory demonstration with Eric P. Dollard

Eric demonstrates the reality of longitudinal waves and their application to the natural transmission of electricity. Analog computers (networks of coils and capacitors) are presented opening up an entire new field of electrical researches into the wave forms discovered and used by Tesla in his wireless power transmissions. You will experience the physical functions of the various waves via direct measurement inside the computer network. The Longitudinal Magneto-Dielectric wave is shown to have a propagating velocity greater than the speed of light! The transverse electromagnetic wave, (in present use) is shown to be a retarded, unnatural form of energy transmission. A Multi-Pactor Orgone Detector is demonstrated indicating a relationship between dielectricity and orgone. A competent researcher can duplicate the experiments on this video from the information given. Amaze your science teacher!

#V0004, 50 min, VHS, ... $19.95
THE RAY OF DISCOVERY  Written and Produced by Gerry Vassilatos

RAY I: NIKOLA TESLA

In ETHERIC PHYSICS we learn about the phenomenal discoveries which led to Tesla's great life-work. Revealed here is his conception of the ether and its relationship with our own innermost lives. We are also informed about the pathological resistance by the House of Morgan to his discoveries. Insight into the opposition of Morgan, whose daughter fell deeply in love with Tesla, reveals the formidable forces opposing all discoverers in the field of etheric energy. ECHOES OF RADIANT SPACE recounts the way in which Tesla tapped into the vast etheric reservoirs of dynamic energies. We are told how Tesla's large designs actually yielded far more energy than they took to run. We are, finally, driven into the astonishing revelation concerning Tesla's involvement with what later was called psychotronics. Many of his claims are actually forerunners of a new technology — yet to be revealed. #V0000, 1 1/2 hours VHS, ... $19.95

RAY II: DR. ROYAL R. RIFE

WAVES THAT CURE chronicles the work and life of Dr. Royal R. Rife, Californian pathologist and discoverer of the BX cancer virus. We follow the steps which led to his discovery of a powerful agent to selectively destroy any virus. The design and implementation of this tremendously powerful Universal Microscope is recounted; the only microscope capable of viewing viruses in the living state. The method and theory of resonant shattering is taught. This way of destroying a virus — while still in a patient's body — is described in great detail. A total disclosure of his methods, designs, and success is made in these two half-hour episodes. #V0001, 1hr VHS, ... $19.95

RAY III: MEDICAL RADIONICS

Three great scientists, deleted from the establishment's history program, are chronicled in this trilogy. They are names you should remember, giants in complementary scientific lore — George Starr-White, Albert Abrams, and Ruth Drown. THE DELICATE REFLEX tells the tale of Dr. George Starr-White, a truly gifted and original discoverer in the virtually unknown art of chromadiagnosis. His development of colorbeams (to elicit responses in the iris of the eye or the body muscles) marked the first recorded radionic diagnosis of disease. These diagnoses gave pin-point accurate results — in the 1880's! PULSES OF THE LIVING, deals with master radionics pioneer — Dr. Albert Abrams — and his remarkable methods for illustrating the etheric 'human energy' nature of health and disease. Unlike electricity, this 'human energy' could be stored in Leyden jars for up to 24 hours. These strange energies could be conducted, refracted, and tuned. His instrument, the Oscillocast, is also described. GATEWAY OF THE FUTURE describes the life and work of Dr. Ruth Drown. Dramatically, this wonderful woman's researches and the utter suppression of her work are defined for the viewer. Learn how Dr. Drown developed her radionic tuning instruments. Discover her famed atlas of rates, her method of treating patients with their own energies, and her mystifying 'radiovision' cameras — devices capable of photographing internal organs and tissue — even from a great distance. #V0029, 1 1/2 hours VHS, ... $19.95

RAY IV: TESLA'S NEW YORK

The biography of Nikola Tesla is set entirely in New York City. Despite this remarkable fact, no one has ever undertaken a video search of his haunts and whereabouts. To know the setting of Tesla's life is to know more of him and his inventive process. Many Tesla enthusiasts have read his biography repeatedly, each time growing familiar with the many locations mentioned. But where did he walk during the night? Where were the probable sites of his several laboratory locations? Are there connections to be found among these settings and his discoveries? Why did he strive to develop radiant electrical systems? What exactly was his relationship with Kathy Underwood Johnson? And Anne Morgan...did her famous "fatal obsession" with Tesla lead her to instigate a reprisal which later nearly killed him? For what later reasons did Tesla decide to broadcast special psychotronic energies from Wardenclyffe, vengefully using an unwitting Morgan as his patron? What exactly was the "Human Energy" which he so often mentioned after the Century's turn? Come for a long walk with Gerry Vassilatos through the City where Tesla's radiant thoughts may yet be felt! TESLA DOWNTOWN shows the early years, steeped in the beautifully ornate Victorian style: Grand Street, Houston, South Fifth, Delmonico's, Rutherford Square. TESLA'S UPTOWN is an excursion into the "fabulous thirties": The Waldorf, Bryant Park, The Manhattan Library, the Morgan Estate. Spanning the time period between Victorian and Art Deco, we find ourselves walking back through hallways of time into the mind of Nikola Tesla. The flowing images of these fabulous locations form the backdrop for an astounding journey into new thought concerning Tesla, his personality, and his inventive process. #V0048, VHS, 60 mins, ... $19.95
PLANT TONES

MUSIC FROM THE WORLD OF PLANTS

Michael Theroux

Ever wonder what a plant might sound like if it could talk or sing? On this audio cassette you'll hear what could be the encrypted communications of the plant world. Using the biological reactions of several species of plants, Michael Theroux has translated them into audio sounds via recordings, which when mixed together produce a variety of never before heard "plant songs". Some of these "songs" are the excited responses of plants to being watered, while others were plants stimulated with music, conversation, or simply nothing at all! Some listeners may find these songs disturbing or even haunting as they evoke an intellect not generally associated with plants. These are truly sounds from another world, but some of you may find you understand what the plants are saying!

Plant Tones - Music from the World of Plants
#C0015, Audio cassette, 30 mins., ... $10.95

EARTH TONES

Gerry Vassilatos & Michael Theroux

EARTH TONES by Gerry Vassilatos and Michael Theroux is an audio experience which takes the listener on an incredible adventure through the curious sounds of the earth and into the very realm of vital Telluric energies. On side one, Gerry Vassilatos demonstrates that different substances buried in the earth have different tone signatures. The striking harmonic differences recorded between substances such as Iron, Copper, Zinc, Silver, Galena, Sphalerite, Amethyst, Pyrite, when placed in the ground, provides us with accessible vision into the otherwise unknown subterranean earth. On side two, Michael Theroux demonstrates — through the use of a dipolar ground rod system — that the earth is alive with vital currents of energy. "Pings and Pops" can be heard along with the remarkable recording of two earthquake events! After the initiatory experience of hearing these sounds, no one will be able to deny the existence of the vital energies unleashed from the earth.

#C0008, 90 minutes, audio cassette, program notes, ... $9.95

MUNDUS SUBTERRANEUS

Michael Theroux

Combining a variety of instruments such as pianos, harmoniums, ethnic drums, and experimental instruments, Michael Theroux has created an array of compositions that reflect the sacred geometries of subterranean energies. The title, Mundus Subterraneus, was taken from a rare manuscript written by Athanasius Kircher in 1665 which deals with the alchemy of telluric currents. On several songs, you will experience the earthy sounds of the Terra Superimpodynamidae, an instrument utilizing modified shortwave receivers whose antennas are iron rods driven deep into the soil! To play the instrument one merely moves the hands about in the vicinity of the device. On the title cut, the complex tonal structures of this instrument serve as a melodic backdrop for the deep gongings of an actual earthquake event! On other compositions, Michael has incorporated radionic interval forms which relate directly to the vital processes of the earth itself. Within the motive medium of song these vital energy forms open us to the exploration of dissociating rhythm, melody, and harmony, and may even give one the feeling of timelessness.

#C0009, audio cassette, ... $9.95
The Ray-X Button™
Inexpensive relief from computer related fatigue
From VrilTek

Recent discoveries have provided a simple and cost effective means for eliminating the fatigue syndromes associated with exposure to computer monitors. These discoveries have led to the development of the Ray-X Button™. The Ray-X Button™ is constructed with a proprietary material which attracts, absorbs, and transforms monitor related emissions, rendering them innocuous to living systems. In simple experiments with plants, the Ray-X Button™ proved effective in the transformation of monitor emissions, leaving healthy plants, while test subjects without the Ray-X Button™ wilted and showed stunted growth (Borderlands, Vol. LII, No. 1, 1996). The Ray-X Button™ is THE cost effective way to eliminate monitor or television related fatigue, and produces results you can actually FEEL.

Read what satisfied users say:
My husband bought a Ray-X Button for my computer 2 months ago. I was skeptical about the benefits but put it on my monitor anyway. Then, just in the past two weeks I realized that I have been working up to six hours a day at my computer. Before the "button", I could only manage a couple of hours before burning out. I'm convinced the noticeable effects are from the Ray-X Button.
— N. Simpson, Houston, Texas

Computers have always made me feel sick. Three hours use resulted in 3 days of "jet lag" and horrible eye strain, despite my glare screen. Since installing my Ray-X Button, I have no more fatigue and no more eye strain — in fact I have more energy!
— Judith Hill, Portland, Oregon

The Ray-X Button™ #E0025 ... Only $19.95

The Phon-X Button™
Designed with the original Ray-X technology, and specially tuned to transform emissions from radio and cellular phones. Recent studies have shown the Phon-X Button™ to significantly reduce the fatigue associated with extended use of radio and cellular phones.
The Phon-X Button™ #E0027 ... Only $29.95

The Ray-X Pendant™
Now the original Ray-X technology can be worn around the neck as a pendant. The pendant contains the original Ray-X formula, and is designed with a tuned open circuit ring, which was proven by Lakhovsky and others to beneficially transform a variety of noxious energies. This amazing technology actually dates back to the late 1920s, but is still as effective today!
The Ray-X Pendant™ #E0033 ... Only $29.95
SIR WILLIAM CROOKES’

Radiometer

Referred to by Dr. Nikola Tesla as “the most beautiful invention ever made”, the RADIOMETER is an endless fascination. Sir William Crookes, inventor of high vacuum cathode ray globes, created this marvelous motor in order to prove that light pressure could move matter. Called “light mills” by our Victorian elders, the greatest surprise came when the double coated vanes moved in the opposite direction! The RADIOMETER spins on cold, dark cloudy days almost as well as it does in full sunlight! Make your own new discoveries with the “jewel of motors”.
Radiometer, #E0028 ... Only $8.95

The Original Cameron Aurameter
Dowsing Instrument

The Cameron Aurameter, is considered the “world’s most sensitive dowsing instrument”. It was developed over a 22 year period by the late dowsing Master, Verne L. Cameron. With it, you can outline the human aura, or locate underground water sources. Used with patience and without prejudice, this instrument will give you amazing results. With practice, it will help to open up wonderful and unknown natural laws and forces to you.
Chrome-plated Aurameter, #E0005 ... $79.00

Pendulum

Pendulums! Mysterious aura motor action. Pendulums vibrate or rotate when held in the hand over different materials, and they can be used with radionic instruments, maps for dowsing, and even analysis of food! The true scientific use of the pendulum is not to be confused with mediumism or the subconscious mind at all. This is a handy brass pendulum anyone can use to experience the exciting world of dowsing! Machined from solid non-magnetic brass with 4" brass chain. Brass pendulum, #E0009 ... $6.00

Ba-gua Mirror

Feng shui — wind and water, the art of adapting the residence of the living to harmonize with the cosmic breath — this ancient Chinese art possessed various objects to remedy geomantic defects. The Ba-gua, or Feng shui mirror is one of these objects which can be used to deflect sha qi, or "breath of ill fortune". Placed over your front door, or inside the home at strategic locations, the Ba-gua will redirect negative energies away from living areas. The Ba-gua is constructed from wood with a small circular mirror in the center and is painted green and red with gold trigrams. Ba-gua Mirror, #E0031 ... $6.95
**Penergizer**

Commercially delivered water, through the process of chlorination, fluoridation, and pressurization, has lost most, if not all, of the natural living energies which the water originally contained. Johann Grander, an Austrian inventor and naturalist, has developed a method of re-vitalizing water to this original "living" condition. The method Grander has developed utilizes the concepts of magnetism, Hahneman's potentization, and Shauberger's Implosion, to restore water to its original state of vitality and health. This technique, which Grander has termed "Wasserbelebung" or Water Revitalization, is the central active factor involved in the function of the Penergizer. The Penergizer is a pocket-sized instrument which allows anyone to quickly and easily re-vitalize water. Great for travelers.

Penergizer, #E0032 ... $119.95

---

**CS-300 Colloidal Silver Machine**

Make your own colloidal silver with this amazing new device.

Why pay $10 an ounce for Colloidal Silver? Now you can make your own Colloidal Silver at home for a few pennies an ounce! All you need is the CS-300 and your own pure water. Comes complete with two silver electrodes and a 16 page instruction booklet that tells you everything you need to know to start making Colloidal Silver at home.

CS-300 Colloidal Silver Machine, #E0029 ... Only $99.95

---

**Aqualithia**

AQUALITHIA is a natural mineral water. It is a diamagnetic, negatively charged, high grade tellurian water. Recently, more & more articles are appearing that mention colloidal chemistry. AQUALITHIA qualifies as a very special high energy colloidal or catalyst altered type water with the additional blessing that it is made by Mother Nature — naturally! Original AQUALITHIA is once again available for research from Borderland Sciences. One half oz. of AQUALITHIA can be reconstituted into 240 gallons at a cost of less than 10 cents per gallon, making the least expensive of available catalyst waters.

Aqualithia, #E0012, 14 oz. bottle ... $25.00

---

**Copper BioCircuits™**

BioCircuits work on a simple principle. By linking key energy centers in your body, these special circuits enhance the flow of your natural energy. L. E. Eeman first devised the biocircuit early in the 1920’s to heal himself from “incurable” wartime injuries. After his miraculous recovery, Eeman devoted his life to exploring the remarkable properties of these simple tools. BioCircuits balance, energize and deeply relax the whole body. In just 15-30 minutes a day, they can energize you when tired or calm you when you’re overstimulated or stressed. BioCircuits can also induce deep, restful sleep. Copper BioCircuits™ come boxed with full written instructions & a special audio-tape with voice, music and brain synchronization signals. BioCircuits are sold for research purposes only. These Copper BioCircuits™ form the Eeman General Relaxation Circuit.

Copper BioCircuits™, #E0006 ... $59.95
ASSORTED IDEAS ON TECHNOLOGY
Jorge Resines.
Contents: The Electromagnetic Pyramid, Low and High Voltage models; The Tesla Radionic Machine with list of parts and working procedure (with Rate Atlas); Semiautomatic Radionic Devices, Vacuum-Tube and Transistorized.
#B0088, Illustrated, 48pp, staples $7.95

THE HENDERSHOT MOTOR MYSTERY
Compiled by Tom Brown.
Lester Hendershot developed a device that would draw usable energy from the ethers and convert it to electricity. Hendershot's secret died with him, but here are our files on this mysterious inventor. Included are the research notes of Jerry Gallimore who claimed to get several watts of power from his design.
#B0046, 55 pp, staples $9.95

MAGNETIC CURRENT
Edward Leedskalnin.
A rare manuscript by the builder of the famous Coral Castle. Along with presenting his most curious viewpoint on the fluid, flowing force of Magnetism, Leedskalnin gives the reader various experiments to try in order to understand the incredible forces he tapped to build his enigmatic structure. #B0054, 27pp, staples $4.45

THE COMPLEX SECRET OF DR. T. HENRY MORAY
Jorge Resines.
Contents: Fundamentals, comparison with Dr. Le Bon & Dr. Sagnac, old radio & TV circuits from 1928 applied to Moray's discoveries; special tubes of Dr. Moray; Moray's stolen ideas in use; Altered Substances, Healing Tubes to treat substances, Radiant Energy Detector; The Secret of Dr. Moray, reconstruction of Radiant Energy Detector, Improving the Radiant Energy Detector, more.
#B0017, 64 pp, staples $11.95

RADIANT ENERGY
T. Henry Moray.
If you're following the elusive trail of free energy, or investigating electrotherapeutics, this is a book you should read. Dr. Moray developed an unusual radiant energy receiver and he also worked on specialized electrotherapeutic tubes. #B0069, 22pp, $4.75

TALK ON RADIANT ENERGY
Given by T. Henry Moray.
In the Speech and Drama Building, Valley State College, Jan. 23, 1962 Northridge California. Research paper by this great scientific explorer. #B0315, staples, 12pp $2.95

NIKOLA TESLA — LECTURES, PATENTS & ARTICLES
Nikola Tesla (1956).
This is one of the finest Tesla reference books available. Documents taken from the Tesla Museum and Beograd University. Lectures: A New System of Alternate Currents of Very High Frequency & Their Application to Methods of Artificial Illumination; On Light & Other High Frequency Phenomena; High Frequency Oscillators for Motors; 9 Patents for Transmission of Electric Power; 6 Patents for Lighting; 17 Patents for High Frequency Apparatus and Circuit Controllers; 12 Patents - Radio; 1 - Telemechanics; 7 - Turbines & Similar Apparatus; 11 - Various Patents. 24 Articles and an Autobiographical Article. #B0214, Over 1000 pages, 2 volumes, spiralbound $65.00

FINAL RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TESLA MAGNIFYING TRANSMITTER
Jorge Resines.
Includes: Differences between the Magnifier Transmitter and the Tesla Coil; different usages of the Archimedean Spiral; Why the building is shaped and sized in the manner it was, internal features and sizes for each. Regeneration as main feature for this transmitter; Reasons for the metallic hemisphere at both ends of the TMT; Internal Radio Devices: Apparatus placed within the Magnifier Transmitter to broadcast and receive voice and visual.
#B0309, 66pp, staples $10.95

THEORY OF WIRELESS POWER
Eric P. Dollard.
This paper contains many essential formulae and supporting data necessary to understand the Transmission of Electrical Energy Without Wires. Discusses and diagrams the Marconi Wireless station based at Bolinas, California, circa 1919. Unlike many erroneous modern theories of how Tesla achieved his goal, this paper is based on real work with a Tesla Magnifying Transmitter. Illustrated with charts & diagrams. #B0082, 69pp, staples $10.80

CONDENSED INTRO TO TESLA TRANSFORMERS
Eric P. Dollard.
An abstract of the theory and construction techniques of Tesla Transformers written by one of the most brilliant modern day researchers into High Frequency Electricity as pioneered by Tesla and Steinmetz. Contains the article CAPACITY by Fritz Lowenstein, assistant to Tesla in his research.
#B0018, 70pp, staples $11.00

DIELECTRIC & MAGNETIC DISCHARGES IN ELECTRICAL WINDINGS
Eric P. Dollard.
Eric Dollard's work on the relationship of the dielectric and electromagnetic aspects of electricity is the most important breakthrough...
in modern day electrical research providing real avenues of research into Tesla’s secrets. Contains ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS IN ANTENNAE & INDUCTION COILS by John Miller, 1919, one of the few articles containing equations useful to the design of Tesla Coils. #B0020, 38pp, staples ... $7.95

SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF THE GENERALIZED ELECTRIC WAVE
Eric P. Dollard.
Extension of the theory of versor operators and imaginary numbers to represent complex oscillating waves such as those encountered in the researches of Nikola Tesla and everywhere in Nature. Theory of Free Electricity produced by rotating apparatus such as variable reluctance devices. Waves flowing backwards in time are explored. #B0079, 53pp, staples ... $8.65

SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF ALTERNATING ELECTRIC WAVES
Eric P. Dollard.
Introduction to the FOUR QUADRANT THEORY of Alternating Current which allows engineering of Tesla’s inventions. An in-depth analysis of AC waves providing a more complete understanding of the use of versor operators (degrees of rotation), necessary to the understanding of the rotating magnetic field. The process of the production of electrical energy using the neglected QUADRANTS OF GROWTH is brought about via the use of these operators. #B0079, 53pp, staples ... $8.65

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES, WAVES, IMPULSES and OTHER TRANSIENTS
Charles Proteus Steinmetz.
This is a vital book for the electrical engineer pursuing the lost science of electricity as developed by Tesla and other pioneers. Steinmetz was hired by General Electric to decipher the Tesla Patents. #B0026, 156pp, illus., staples ... $22.95

INDUCTION COILS - HOW TO MAKE, USE, AND REPAIR THEM
T. Edwin Lowell & H.S. Norrie, 1904.
Here several old and hard-to-find books have been compiled on the construction and use of Induction Coils. #B0048, 90pp, staples ... $13.95

MODERN HIGH-SPEED INFLUENCE MACHINES
V. E. Johnson, M.A.
If you are into electrostatics and related phenomena you will find this a fascinating, useful handbook. #B0266, 278pp, staples ... $24.95

THE CALCULATION & MEASUREMENT OF INDUCTANCE & CAPACITY
An essential handbook for experimenting with Tesla coils and amateur radio gear. #B0012, 137pp, staples ... $9.95

POLYTUBES
Jorge Resines.
Interesting work on fully conductive vacuum tubes. Contains info on the Farnsworth Multipactor Tubes, and has a wealth of diagrams and patent drawings. Excellent resource for the serious researcher! #B0030, 46pp, staples ... $7.95

ETHERIC SCIENCES

THE ETHERIC FORMATIVE FORCES IN COSMOS, EARTH & MAN
Dr. Guenther Wachsmuth, 1932.
Essential reading for understanding the nature and workings of energy and matter. Includes: New Theory of Motion; Organic and Inorganic World; Etheric Formative Forces; Breathing Process of the Earth Organism; Circulatory Process of the Earth Organism; Rotation of the Earth; Etheric Currents in the Earth Organism; Gravitation and Terrestrial Magnetism; The Sun; The Planets and their Spheres; The Interior of the Earth; Ontogenetic Origin and Disappearance of Substance; New Theory of Light & Color; Tone; The Dissolution of Radioactivity; Shape-Building Forces and Archetypal Forms in Nature; Etheric Formative Forces & the Art of Healing. #B0118, 250pp, staples ... $20.95

REINCARNATION
As a Phenomenon of Metamorphoses
Dr. Guenther Wachsmuth.
This book represents a continuation of many of the ideas presented in the author’s work, Etheric Formative Forces in Cosmos, Earth, and Man. Includes: Metamorphoses and Ascent, Cosmic Breathing Rhythms, The Metamorphoses of the Spiritual Psychic Through Rebirth, Transmutation Before and During Rebirth, Physical-Corporeal Metamorphoses Through Reincarnation. #B0030, staples, 310pp ... $24.95

THE ETHER OF SPACE
Sir Oliver Lodge.
Why does orthodox science refuse to consider the existence of an invisible ether? Among other serious experimenters, Lodge worked tirelessly to prove the reality of the ether. You can share his keen insights into the elusive but ever present etherreal spaces here. With illustrations describing the various experiments. #B0032, staples, 310pp ... $15.95

GLIMPSES OF THE UNSEEN WORLD
Carl Frederick Krafft.
One of Borderland’s trailblazing writers from the 1950’s, physicist and ether researcher Krafft swept the cobwebs from many minds in the early days with his progressive articles. Here is a selection of his best including: The Antiquity of the Ether Concept; The Existence of an Ether; Further Evidence of an Ether; and Anti-Gravity and Saucer Propulsion. #B0042, 22pp, staples ... $6.95
THE NATURAL SOLUTION TO THE ENERGY PROBLEM THROUGH IMPLOSION

STANCES! Also contains a brief description of disease diagnosis through crystallized blood spots.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM
Carl Frederick Krafft.
Here is the theory, based on observation and astute insight, that the atom is a vortexian structure, rather than the "swarm of flies" type of atom conceived through high energy electrical experiments. Also included is an Alternative Explanation for the Red Shift, and the Constitution of the Sun and Stars.

THE ETHER-VORTEX CONCEPT
Lindy Millard.
In more enlightened quarters the ether has never gone out of fashion. The extraordinary science of ether physics explains the four forces that comprise our universe. Millard begins with the Four Creative Forces of Lemuria, and carries on into Gravitational, Electric, Magnetic, and Fields of Optical Radiation-Pressure.

RELATIVITY AND SPACE
Charles Proteus Steinmetz, 1923.
In these four lectures Steinmetz discarded the relativistic concepts of the ether and opted for a relationship between Projective Geometry and Relativity. Stereo-vision illustrations are included to help the reader understand these concepts.

THE MORLEY MARTIN EXPERIMENTS
and the Experiments of Dr. Charles W. Littlefield & Wilhelm Reich
To the great consternation of the scientific world, Morley Martin succeeded in creating organic life forms in inert Precambrian azoic rock! He proved that there is no death, only latency, and that life is not special to this planet but is a spontaneous universal phenomenon. Dr. Littlefield demonstrated life-forming activity in the mineral realm, with life actually emerging from "dead" rock! While crystallizing inorganic substances and homeopathic cell salts, he described many organic forms imprinted into 'inert' substances. This report includes documentation on Andrew Crosse's extraordinary experiments where spider-like insects were created from 'inert' volcanic pumice, after being treated with acid and electricity. Learn of Dr. Wilhelm Reich's ground-breaking bion experiments — the creation of living, pulsating energy from heat-sterilized substances! Also contains a brief description of disease diagnosis through crystallized blood spots.

THE ETHER & ITS VORTICES
Carl Frederick Krafft.
Outside the stagnant channels of "mainstream" science, leading research is now showing the vortex to be a vital key in understanding the subatomic level of nature. This comprehensive book is Krafft's masterwork covering: The Hydromechanical Ether, Subatomic Vortices, The New Vortex Atoms, Radioactivity and Atomic Fission, the Nuclear Theory Disproved, and more.

SECRET OF THE SCHAUBERGER SAUCERS
Jorge Resines.
An in depth consideration of the secret of implosion power as applied to Flying Saucer research in the 1940s. Jorge provides some excellent research leads into levitational power sources based on egg-shaped implosion turbines. Includes a discussion of the electrical potential in water and how to demonstrate it using Lord Kelvin's Water Thread Experiment.

PERSONALITY OF PLANTS
Royal Dixon and Franklyn Fitch.

COMPARATIVE ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGY
A PHYSICO-PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY
Jagadis Chunder Bose (1907).
The "grail book" of plant researchers. Includes: Mechanical Response; Electrical Response; Effects of Anaesthetics, Poisons, and Other Chemical Reagents; Effect of Temperature; Ascent of Sap; Growth Responses; Effect of Invisible Radiation and Emanations; and much more.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF SIR JAGADIS C. BOSE
Patrick Geddes, 1920.
Jagadis Bose ranks among the top of the forgotten and ignored greats in science. Dr. Bose was a pioneer in plant response research and was featured heavily in the book, The Secret Life of Plants. Bose tracked the trail of the living from human and animals, through plant life, into the metals. He discovered that they all responded, at different levels of sensitivity, in the same manner to the same stimuli! He would drug metals and record the recovery times! Also contains a brief description of disease diagnosis through crystallized blood spots.

VIKTOR SCHAUBERGER

An introduction to the work of "Water Wizard" Viktor Schauberger.
Contents: The Natural Solution to the Energy Problem Through Diamagnetism & Etheric Forces; Centripetal Forces overcome Gravity; How To Generate Diamagnetic Forces; Levitation of Charged Water; Quantitative & Qualitative Charged Water; Regeneration of Diseased Water; Implosion Motor, Suction Turbine, Home Power Plant & Flying Discs & more.

FINER FORCES

PLANT RESPONSE
As a MEANS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION
Jagadis Chunder Bose (1906).
The "grail book" of plant researchers. Includes: Mechanical Response; Electrical Response; Effects of Anaesthetics, Poisons, and Other Chemical Reagents; Effect of Temperature; Ascent of Sap; Growth Responses; Effect of Invisible Radiation and Emanations; and much more.

THE MORLEY MARTIN EXPERIMENTS
and the Experiments of Dr. Charles W. Littlefield & Wilhelm Reich
To the great consternation of the scientific world, Morley Martin succeeded in creating organic life forms in inert Precambrian azoic rock! He proved that there is no death, only latency, and that life is not special to this planet but is a spontaneous universal phenomenon. Dr. Littlefield demonstrated life-forming activity in the mineral realm, with life actually emerging from 'dead' rock! While crystallizing inorganic substances and homeopathic cell salts, he described many organic forms imprinted into 'inert' substances.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM
Carl Frederick Krafft.
Here is the theory, based on observation and astute insight, that the atom is a vortexian structure, rather than the "swarm of flies" type of atom conceived through high energy electrical experiments. Also included is an Alternative Explanation for the Red Shift, and the Constitution of the Sun and Stars.

THE ETHER-VORTEX CONCEPT
Lindy Millard.
In more enlightened quarters the ether has never gone out of fashion. The extraordinary science of ether physics explains the four forces that comprise our universe. Millard begins with the Four Creative Forces of Lemuria, and carries on into Gravitational, Electric, Magnetic, and Fields of Optical Radiation-Pressure.

RELATIVITY AND SPACE
Charles Proteus Steinmetz, 1923.
In these four lectures Steinmetz discarded the relativistic concepts of the ether and opted for a relationship between Projective Geometry and Relativity. Stereo-vision illustrations are included to help the reader understand these concepts.

THE MORLEY MARTIN EXPERIMENTS
and the Experiments of Dr. Charles W. Littlefield & Wilhelm Reich
To the great consternation of the scientific world, Morley Martin succeeded in creating organic life forms in inert Precambrian azoic rock! He proved that there is no death, only latency, and that life is not special to this planet but is a spontaneous universal phenomenon. Dr. Littlefield demonstrated life-forming activity in the mineral realm, with life actually emerging from 'dead' rock! While crystallizing inorganic substances and homeopathic cell salts, he described many organic forms imprinted into 'inert' substances. This report includes documentation on Andrew Crosse's extraordinary experiments where spider-like insects were created from 'inert' volcanic pumice, after being treated with acid and electricity. Learn of Dr. Wilhelm Reich's ground-breaking bion experiments — the creation of living, pulsating energy from heat-sterilized substances! Also contains a brief description of disease diagnosis through crystallized blood spots.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF SIR JAGADIS C. BOSE
Patrick Geddes, 1920.
Jagadis Bose ranks among the top of the forgotten and ignored greats in science. Dr. Bose was a pioneer in plant response research and was featured heavily in the book, The Secret Life of Plants. Bose tracked the trail of the living from human and animals, through plant life, into the metals. He discovered that they all responded, at different levels of sensitivity, in the same manner to the same stimuli! He would drug metals and record the recovery times! Also contains a brief description of disease diagnosis through crystallized blood spots.

VIKTOR SCHAUBERGER

An introduction to the work of "Water Wizard" Viktor Schauberger.
Contents: The Natural Solution to the Energy Problem Through Diamagnetism & Etheric Forces; Centripetal Forces overcome Gravity; How To Generate Diamagnetic Forces; Levitation of Charged Water; Quantitative & Qualitative Charged Water; Regeneration of Diseased Water; Implosion Motor, Suction Turbine, Home Power Plant & Flying Discs & more.

FINER FORCES

PLANT RESPONSE
As a MEANS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION
Jagadis Chunder Bose (1906).
The "grail book" of plant researchers. Includes: Mechanical Response; Electrical Response; Effects of Anaesthetics, Poisons, and Other Chemical Reagents; Effect of Temperature; Ascent of Sap; Growth Responses; Effect of Invisible Radiation and Emanations; and much more.

THE MORLEY MARTIN EXPERIMENTS
and the Experiments of Dr. Charles W. Littlefield & Wilhelm Reich
To the great consternation of the scientific world, Morley Martin succeeded in creating organic life forms in inert Precambrian azoic rock! He proved that there is no death, only latency, and that life is not special to this planet but is a spontaneous universal phenomenon. Dr. Littlefield demonstrated life-forming activity in the mineral realm, with life actually emerging from 'dead' rock! While crystallizing inorganic substances and homeopathic cell salts, he described many organic forms imprinted into 'inert' substances. This report includes documentation on Andrew Crosse's extraordinary experiments where spider-like insects were created from 'inert' volcanic pumice, after being treated with acid and electricity. Learn of Dr. Wilhelm Reich's ground-breaking bion experiments — the creation of living, pulsating energy from heat-sterilized substances! Also contains a brief description of disease diagnosis through crystallized blood spots.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF SIR JAGADIS C. BOSE
Patrick Geddes, 1920.
Jagadis Bose ranks among the top of the forgotten and ignored greats in science. Dr. Bose was a pioneer in plant response research and was featured heavily in the book, The Secret Life of Plants. Bose tracked the trail of the living from human and animals, through plant life, into the metals. He discovered that they all responded, at different levels of sensitivity, in the same manner to the same stimuli! He would drug metals and record the recovery times! Also contains a brief description of disease diagnosis through crystallized blood spots.

VIKTOR SCHAUBERGER

An introduction to the work of "Water Wizard" Viktor Schauberger.
Contents: The Natural Solution to the Energy Problem Through Diamagnetism & Etheric Forces; Centripetal Forces overcome Gravity; How To Generate Diamagnetic Forces; Levitation of Charged Water; Quantitative & Qualitative Charged Water; Regeneration of Diseased Water; Implosion Motor, Suction Turbine, Home Power Plant & Flying Discs & more.

FINER FORCES

PLANT RESPONSE
As a MEANS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION
Jagadis Chunder Bose (1906).
The "grail book" of plant researchers. Includes: Mechanical Response; Electrical Response; Effects of Anaesthetics, Poisons, and Other Chemical Reagents; Effect of Temperature; Ascent of Sap; Growth Responses; Effect of Invisible Radiation and Emanations; and much more.
maments. The autograph could magnify response sensitivities in plants to provide charts of life activities at extremely minute levels. Chapters include: The Plant-Script; Behavior of Plants; Drugged Plants; Electrical Response; Sleep of Plants; Response of Inorganic Matter; Curve of Life and Death; Wounded Plants; Sense of Direction in Plants; Propulsive tissue; Nerve of Plants; Packed with charts and diagrams showing how this work is done. #B0117, 75pp, illus, staples ... $7.95

MAN, MOON AND PLANT
H.E. Staddon, 1943.
A profound pioneering effort into establishing the laws of planetary influence on earthly life. #B0006, 420pp, spiralbound ... $34.95

EVOLUTION OF MATTER
Dr. Gustave Le Bon.
This is the copy of a rare and sought-after manuscript from 1906. Scientific researches into invisible radiations, phosphorescence and electromagnetic waves, and emanations from "radioactive" elements. #B0036, 475pp, staples ... $39.95

EVOLUTION OF FORCES
Dr. Gustave Le Bon (1908).
From the evolution of matter, Le Bon now extends his original theories to encompass the forces of the universe. Different forms of Electricity, Light, Black Light, Visible & Invisible Phosphorescence, Hidden Forces, and Forces Manifested in Living Beings. This is the real basis for a new physics. #B0037, 400pp, staples ... $29.95

THE OD FORCE
Baron Karl von Reichenbach.
Letters on a Newly Discovered Power in Nature, and its Relation to Magnetism, Electricity, Heat and Light. Contents: Sensitive Persons; Od-Crystals-The Dark Room; The Sun-The Moon-The Iris; Magnetism, Animal Magnetism; Man, the Bearer of Od; Mesmerism-The Magnetic Pass and Magnetic Doctors; Chemism; Sound - Friction - Springs; Heat - Electricity - The Material World; Loading and Conduction of Od; Dualism of Od; The Rainbow of Od - The Polar-Light of our Globe; Magnetism and Odics of our Globe; Velocity of Conduction; Radiation; Distance of Projectile Motion; Atmosphere of Od; Odoscope; Etymology of the word "Od". #B0202, 144 pp, velobound ... $11.95

THE FINER FORCES OF NATURE
George Starr White, M.D. (1929).
Contains Dr. White's early observations and subsequent findings; Polarity Health; Colors; Magnetic Energy; Interference of Energy, Diagnosing All Un-Health; Moonlight Influences All Life; Destructive Forces Explained; The Bio-Dynamo-Chromatic System of Diagnosis; "Harnessing" The Finer Forces of Nature; Colors - Their Use For Treatment As Well As For Diagnosis; Rhythm-Duo-Color Therapy; #B0335, 231pp, velobound ... $17.95

THE STORY OF THE HUMAN AURA
George Starr White, M.D. (1928).
Contents: "Aura Reading"; The Aura must have been the first means of communication among living objects - animal or vegetable. The Aura has no barrier - neither material substance nor distance - it is free as thought and is the Mother of Intuition. The finger tips teach the first lesson in the study of Auric Reading - Their emanations blend, repel, or 'clump' antagonistically, depending upon the ones brought into action. A folding screen makes a practical 'dark room' etc. #B0343, 215 pp, illustrated, velo ... $24.95

PSYCHICAL PHYSICS
A Scientific Analysis of Dowsing, Radiesthesia & Kindred Phenomena
S.W. Tromp.
This exceptionally thorough book is a classic manual for anyone interested in detecting the effects of natural and man-made fields of energy on living plants and humans. #B0097, 513 pp, velobound ... $39.95

THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS
Alfred Binet.
This essay endeavors to show that psychological phenomena begin among the very lowest classes of beings; they are met with in every form of life. #B0129, 60pp, staples ... $9.95

SECRETS OF TIME AND SPACE
S. H. Watson.
A most fascinating account of the Eidetic worlds of time and space with many interesting experiments detailing how to view the Planets and Sun. Illustrated. #B0284, 350pp, staples ... $29.95

THE PHENOMENA OF LIFE — A Radio-Electric Interpretation
George W. Crile (1936).
Follow the author's exploration into the phenomena we call LIFE... With impeccable logic he shows how oxidation produces radiant energy. Radiant energy generates electric currents in protoplasm. The normal and pathological phenomena of life are manifestations of protoplasm. Therefore, the phenomena of life must be due to radiant and electrical energy. #B0062, 380pp, velo ... $29.95

THE SECRET OF LIFE
Georges Lakhovsky.
A classical work by a great researcher who developed the Multi-Wave Oscillator. Contents include: Universal Nature of Radiation in Living Beings, On Radiations in General and on Electro-Magnetic Waves in particular, Oscillation and radiation of cells, Nature of Radiant Energy, Causation of Cancer, Therapeutics of Cellular Oscillation, Origin of Life. #B0216, 212pp, spirals ... $16.95

THE WAVES THAT HEAL
Mark Clement.
Here in simple and clear language the new science of Radiobiology (Lakhovsky's Theories) is presented with astonishing photographs taken before and after treatment. In this concise and factual account, you can read how health has been restored to
plants, animals and human beings, without operations and drugs.

#B0217, 63pp, staples ... $5.00

**THE ENERGY GRID**

**THE ENERGY GRID I**

*Foundation, Equations and Ramifications*

Jorge Resines.

“The goal of this text is to make available, both to those familiar or not with the energy grid existing upon our planet’s surface, a guideline that links the knowledge given out by New Zealand researcher Bruce Cathie (who initiated it all), Argentine investigator Dr. Jose Alvarez Lopez, and the late Richard Buckminster Fuller in their books with the investigations carried on independently by others who were not in the least aware of the grid’s existence.”

#B0027, 89pp, staples ... $13.95

**THE ENERGY GRID II**

*Angles, Music from the Spheres and J. Lobaczewski*

Jorge Resines.

#B0028, well illustrated. 160pp, staples ... $24.95

**THE ENERGY GRID III**

*Mathematical Transformation and the Many-Grids Theory*

Jorge Resines.

#B0029, Illustrated, 37pp, staples ... $6.95

**FLYING SAUCERS**

**THE ETHER SHIP MYSTERY and Its Solution**

Meade Layne.

This book is an antidote to the purely materialistic view of UFO’s so fashionable today. Journey back to the roots of UFO research, back to 1946 when Borderlands were the first to publish on the Flying Saucer Mystery. Meade Layne’s unique insight into this enigma takes us from Ether Ship propulsion to the Air Force Inquiry, from the spiritual spheres of the Kabala to the curious work of Oahspe. A classic reissue from the BSRF files.

#B0034, 40pp, staples ... $7.95

**FLYING SAUCERS AT EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, 1954.**

A compilation of all BSRF documents about the secret landing of UFOs at the Air Force Base, Muroc Dry Lake, California high desert. Includes a reproduction of Gerald Light’s original letter to Meade Layne on the UFO landing, received April 16, 1954, It is quite likely that similar landings, and warnings, were made at secret military bases in China and Russia at the same time.

#B0039, 44pp, staples ... $7.50

**FLYING SAUCERS ON THE MOON**

Riley Hansard Crabb.

Starts with the premise that the moon is inhabited and is a UFO base, backed up with an analysis of 200 years of astronomical observations on the moon. Illustrations include drawings of moon craters which show the layout of inhabited communities, and the movement of landed spaceships. We are in the midst of this revolution now and Riley gives some hints as to who will be most hurt and who most helped by this radical change in understanding.

#B0040, 41pp, staples ... $6.95

**HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN FLYING SAUCER**

Jorge Resines.

Part I: Field Propulsion Basics — Electrogravitic experiments (in the 1920s) made by the late Dr Thomas Townsend Brown; an electrogravitic experiment by Dr Le Bon carried on by about 1907/

Part II: Adamski’s Flying Saucers; the Schauberger Torus, and its application to electrogravitic light; Moray-Schauberger power tubes applied to the “Model T” flying saucer. Part III: Motherships. Analysis of Venusian and Saturnian Motherships, as related to the energy grid and its factors; a proposed powersource for the mothership that can be built on Earth with publicly-available technology. Part IV: Analysis of two formulæ from the book “100,000 kilometers behind the UFOs”, one formula is on field propulsion and the other on interstellar flight.

#B0307, illustrated, 121pp, staples ... $19.95

**THE UMMO REPORT**

Jorge Resines.

Those in the field of Ufology will surely be acquainted with the reports which periodically come from a source that calls itself “UMMO”. Most of the reports were concentrated in Spain, and here, Jorge gives a detailed analysis of the amazing advanced technology described in these reports. Includes analysis of a wide range of devices from simple photographic papers to interstellar spaceships. Previously this information has only been available in Spanish, and Jorge’s analysis provides a first-rate insight into this heretofore obscure technology. Fascinating!

#B0310, 177pp, staples ... $24.95

**SELF-PROPULSION: A NEW FLYING TECHNIQUE**

Dr. Jose Alvarez Lopez.

A brilliant approach to overcoming the force of gravity and applying it to flight. Includes: Conservation of Momentum; Self-Propulsing Device; Neutralization of Centrifugal Force; etc.

#B0100, 52pp, staples ... $5.95

**M.K. JESSUP & THE ALLENDE LETTERS**

*The BSRF Philadelphia Experiment File.*

In this most extraordinary experiment a Navy destroyer and its entire crew were allegedly dematerialized in the fall of 1943-44. Compiled from the BSRF files, this paper includes an introduction to Jessup’s “The Case For The UFO” and copies of Gypsy Carlos Allende’s startling letters to Jessup about the disappearing ship, along with a description of the disastrous effects of a powerful antigravity field on the Navy men involved. Jessup, as a Borderland correspondent, was instrumental in exposing this information in the first place.

#B0056, 51pp, staples ... $7.95

**THE CASE FOR THE UFO**

Morris K. Jessup.

Perhaps the best UFO book ever written... first published in 1955 this book is even more timely today. Jessup was a trained scientist with a clear mind, able to see beyond orthodox world concepts and the misinformation floating in UFO circles during his day. Jessup's strange death in 1959 was attributed to his knowing too much. Introduction by Frank Edwards, who also died under mysterious circumstances. Find out what they knew!

#B0086, 240pp, staples ... $18.95
Aside from the assorted attacks on "diviners", this is an excellent historical reference of great import to the practising dowser. Also contains an extensive bibliography with over 400 listings of works on dowsing and associated practises in chronological order from the early 16th century to the middle of the 20th century. Illus. #B0155, 30pp, staples ... $4.95

MESMERISM SCIENTIFICALLY CONSIDERED
William B. Carpenter.
Contents include: Mesmer's Own System, Von Reichenbach's Doctrine, Electro-Biology, Pendululum, Divining Rod, Thought Reading, Mental Traveling, Extraordinary Muscular Energy Prod-ucible by Mental Concentration, and more! Fascinating! #B0301, 160pp, staples ... $12.95

RADIONICS

RADIONICS — New Age Science.
Contains a history of radionics from Dr. Abrams through Dr. Drown, including an interview with the late Dr. Leonard Chapman who studied radionics under both Abrams and Drown, and used the instruments for 50 years in his practice as an osteopathic physician; The Work of Ruth Drown; How to build a Modified Drown Instrument; How to build a Radionic Tuner; Achieving Health Through Radionics; Will Cancer and Polio Yield to Radionics? #B0123, 134pp, staples ... $21.95

ELECTRONIC REACTIONS OF ABRAMS
Albert Abrams, M.D.
Share the drama of two weeks in Abrams' San Francisco Clinic, watching the medical genius diagnose and treat hundreds of cases with his radical new medical science — with dozens of doctors from all over the world watching and learning. Grasp the essentials of the radionic art and its intriguing origins. You can actually design your own radionic equipment from the extensive technical articles and drawings. #B0025, 80pp, staples ... $11.95

ABRAM'S METHOD OF DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
Sir James Barr.
Reviewed here are the early days of the exciting new medical art of radionics... Dr. Abram's success in diagnosing and treating known diseases without drugs or surgery! #B0002, 121 pp, side staples ... $11.95

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ELECTRONIC REACTIONS OF ABRAMS
This compilation contains independent tests of the original radionic instruments of Dr. Albert Abrams. Includes: Report on "Electronic" Diagnosis and Treatment of Disease; Operating Instructions of the Indicator and Intensity Gauge in Diagnosis and Electronic Wave Analysis; Drug Selection in connection with Electronic Diagnosis; Magnetic, Ionic and Electronic Phenomena in Relation to Disease; and more. #B0122, 120pp, stapled ... $19.95

HANDBOOK OF MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
Herbert Tibbits, 1873.
This in-depth treatise covers the medical uses of electricity. Once considered a major impulse into medicine, this aspect is only beginning to come back into research. #B0116, 204pp, 64 illus, staples ... $16.95

THE DIVINING ROD—A History of Water Witching
Arthur J. Ellis.
Aside from the assorted attacks on "diviners", this is an excellent historical reference of great import to the practising dowser. Also contains an extensive bibliography with over 400 listings of works on dowsing and associated practises in chronological order from the early 16th century to the middle of the 20th century. Illus. #B0155, 30pp, staples ... $4.95

TWO INVENTORS RETURN & PROJECT HERMES
Gilbert Wright.
This is one of the earliest and most curious of all Borderland projects. Imagine an engineer from the General Electric Company making psychic contact with Steinmetz and Edison! That is exactly what happened to this author who describes his experiences in the first part of this book. In Part 2 he describes Project Hermes, an electronic device designed to stimulate the telepathic transmitting and receiving centers in the brain. Building instructions are included. Also for the imaginative — a schematic for the Hidden World receiver from the notorious Shaver Mystery. #B0064, 42pp, staples ... $7.45

A NEW AND RATIONAL TREATISE OF DOWSING
According to the Methods of Physical Radiesthesia
Pierre Beasse (1941).
Probably the most complete treatise on the subject of dowsing. Discusses the principles of dowsing, dowsing instruments, and the nature of the energies at work in dowsing. A must read for the practising dowser. Illustrated. #B0321, 108pp, staples ... $16.95
NEW CONCEPTS IN DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
Albert Abrams.
A detailed compendium of Abrams' diagnostic and therapeutic methods, including sections on Human Energy and the Electron Theory, Sexual Polarity, the Ether Theory, the New Psychology, etc. Illustrated with photos and line drawings. #B0210, 410pp., spirals ... $29.95

HUMAN ENERGY
The basis of Radionics in the words of the originator. #B0211, Illustrated, 204pp, staples ... $4.95

CERTAIN BODY REFLEXES
I.H.A., July 1926.
Especially (but not only) for the scientifically oriented, here is a view of the Radionic system of Dr. Albert Abrams given by a committee of homeopathic Doctors and electrical and mechanical Engineers. #B0011, 46pp, ... $5.50

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC THERAPY
Thomas Colson.
Known as "Electronic Therapy" in its day, this is an important record of Dr. Albert Abram's radionics work from back in the 1930's. A significant document for the researcher. #B0049, 76pp, staples ... $7.95

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL CONGRESS OF RADIONICS AND RADIESTHESIA
One of the great all-around radionic research books available. This classic and important collection of papers was given by Dr. L.E. Eeman, Aubrey T. Westlake, George de la Warr, J. Cecil Maby, Dr. Michael Ash and others. Their subjects cover a wide-ranging investigation of radionic energy including: The Earth & its Effect on Life, The Manifestation of Fundamental Energy, Aspects of Radionic Research, The Gravitational Wave, Electronic Music Chart, New Conceptions in Nuclear Physics, The Logarithmic Tone Spiral Chart, and much more. #B0065, 200pp, staples ... $29.95

THE DROWN HOMO-VIBRA RAY & RADIO VISION INSTRUMENTS
Dr. Ruth B. Drown.
This book gives much sought-after info on the late Dr. Drown's radionic instruments, including the British Patent for her Radio-Vision instrument. It also contains an 80-page Atlas of diagnostic rates developed through the many years of her research and treatment of disease. #B0021, 190pp, spiralbound ... $33.00

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE DROWN RADIO THERAPY
Dr. Ruth B. Drown.
Here, in her own words, the prolific radionics pioneer explains the foundation of her amazing life's work. She describes: Life as an energy, a consciousness and a substance; physics and metaphysics of the body; and the incredible Radio-Vision photographs. #B0077, 63pp, staples ... $12.95

THEORY AND TECHNIQUE OF THE DROWN HOMO-VIBRA RAY
Dr. Ruth B. Drown.
For those interested in a deeper exploration of Dr. Drown's radionic work, here is a reprint of her book originally published in 1939 by Hatchard & Co., London. Includes Radio-Vision photographs. #B0081, 155pp, staples ... $29.95

AUTOMATED DETECTING DEVICES
Jorge Resines.
"Is it possible to build an automated radionic device capable of ascertaining the rates of a certain sickness and to begin immediately treating the patient without the aid (or presence) of any operator? Is it possible to build an automated Moray Radiant Energy Detector? Is it possible to build a Tesla-type radionic broadcaster that does not need any tuning, as happened with the UKACO device? The author answers in the positive all of the above! #B0007, 87pp, staples ... $14.00

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH

NEW LIGHT ON THERAPEUTIC ENERGIES
Mark L. Gallert.
This remarkable book is an encyclopedia of the healing arts! Here is real research data on how "Nature's Finer Forces" have been used for effective healing. The wisdom and experience of many great pioneers in the healing arts is presented in a simple and practical form, including theory, equipment and instructions for its use in research. Explore the researches of: Dr. George Starr White, Dinshah Ghadiali, Royal Raymond Rife, Dr. Wilhelm Reich, Hahnemann, L.E. Eeman, Lakhovksy and more! #B0059, 256pp, velo ... $39.95

EASY STRETCHING POSTURES For Vitality & Beauty
Randolph Stone.
These are easy exercises, described by the founder of polarity therapy, and based on the natural position of the body during the period of gestation. Performing these postures can really help to maintain and repair the Energy Current Flow, the most vital factor for your health and beauty. #B0023, Illustrated, 52pp, saddle ... $7.95

KOCH TREATMENT FOR CANCER & ALLIED ALLERGIES
Dr. William Koch's celebrated treatment for cancer focussed on blood purifying remedies. It was used with great success by other doctors, who outline the full Koch Treatment here in this compilation. Read also about the bio-electrical and electromagnetic approach to health, especially relevant in the field today! #B0051, 68 pp, staples ... $9.95

SPECTRO-CROME HOME GUIDE
Dinshah P. Ghadiali.
Includes: Fundamental Principles, Spectro-Crome Area Chart, Tonation, Dinshah Attuned Color Waves, How To Produce The Twelve Spectro-Chrome Attuned Color Waves, Dinshah Combination System, How Spectro-Chrome Acts, Spectral Divisions, Spectro-Chrome Affinity Waves, Spectro-Chrome Technique Or Method Of Using. #B0306, 155pp, staples ... $9.95
THREE GREAT AQUARIAN AGE HEALERS
Riley Hansard Crabb.
In this talk on Psychic Surgery Dr. Crabb examines the work of Dr. Wm. Lang, who died in 1938. Here Dr. Lang explains just how a spirit doctor works. In the second section Dr. Crabb analyzes New Age Color Therapy developed by Drs. Pancoast and White, explaining Cabalistic principles on which color therapy is established: Balance and Rhythm! Book has pics of the doctors and technical drawings for the construction of a simple, duo-rhythm color projector suggested and used by Dr. White in the 1920's.
#B0083, 62pp, staples ... $9.75

PRINCIPLES OF LIGHT AND COLOR
Edwin D. Babitt.
Including Among other Things: The Harmonic Laws of the Universe, The Etherio-Atomic Philosophy of Force, Chromo Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and the General Philosophy of the Fine Forces. A partial list of the extensive contents includes: Harmonic Laws of the Universe: Light, Nature, Unity, Diversity, Harmony, Harmonic Colors In Architecture, Colors in Dress; Insufficiency of the Present theories of Light and Force; Chemical and Therapeutical Properties of Color, Shadow is an Entity, New Worlds of Light and Color; The Etherio-Atomic Philosophy of Force: Nature of Atomic Spirals, Ethereal Forces, Grades of Ether; Transverse, Converse & Paraverse Layers of Atoms; Positive & Negative Electricity; World Formation; The Sun Forming Process, Spectrum Analysis; Chromo-Therapeutics: The Healing Power of Color, Disastrous Effects of Lack of Sun light, Practical Instruments for Color Healing; Chromo Culture of Vegetable Life; Chromo Philosophy; Higher Grades of lights and Forces: Odic Light, Magnetism; Beauty of the Fine Forces; Finer vision; Vision and the Eye. This is the complete edition of 1878, including all four full color plates and hundreds of illustrations.
#B0064, 576pp, index, color illustrations, spirals ... $55.00

RED & BLUE LIGHT
by S. Pancoast, M.D., 1877.
An incredible book "devoted to The True Science of Light, describing light and its rays as medicine showing that light is the original and sole source of all the physical and vital forces of nature; and that light is nature's own and only remedy for disease; and explaining how to apply the red and blue rays in curing the sick and feeble; together with a chapter on light in the vegetable kingdom."
#B0209, 313pp, staples ... $24.95

DR. SCHUESSLER'S BIOCHEMISTRY
After years of intensive investigation and experiments Dr. W. H. Schuessler, of Oldenburg, Germany, presented to the medical profession a complete and comprehensive system of medicine for the treatment of all curable diseases, based on these elements and the natural laws of cellular pathology.
#B0022, 32pp, staples ... $3.45

THE L.E. EEMAN REPORT
The Pioneering Years of Biocircuitry
Here is a simple but profound description of energy flow in the human body. This compilation of Eeman's many lectures and experiments is a must for researchers in the field. Eeman discovered that by connecting the polarities of the body with copper wires he could balance the body and heal many diseases! Learn to build your own circuits, experiment with substance circuits, and experience heightened states of awareness — without electricity!
#B0052, 108pp, staples ... $19.95

ROYAL R. RIFE REPORT
The brilliant medical scientist Royal R. Rife developed a microscope so amazingly powerful that he could see living viruses! He also developed a radiant gas broadcast unit that could kill dangerous viruses in an animal host. Here in this file is the available historical record of Rife's long suppressed work. Find out more about the Wondrous Rife Microscope, Invisible Ultra-Violet Life Frequencies Made Visible, Electron Therapy Research, The Rife Microscope, or "Facts & Their Fate", The New Microscopes, Filterable Bodies Seen With The Rife Microscope, The Cure For Cancer Covered Up: What Has Become of the Rife Microscope?, Photo Gallery of Rife's equipment; Miscellaneous letters, documents, etc.
#B0076, 86pp ... 15.95

VRIL ENERGY

VRIL - OR VITAL MAGNETISM
Arcane Publishing Company 1911. Secret Doctrine of Ancient Atlantis, Egypt, Chaldea, and Greece. The nature and properties of the vital force called "Vril." #B0200, 62pp, staples ... $9.95

VRIL: THE ENERGY OF THE COMING RACE
Lord Edward Bulwer Lytton.
The story of the mysterious invisible energy known as Vril. Here, Lord Lytton has postulated the infinite extension of vital force.
#B0206, 75pp, staples ... $11.95

MISCELLANEOUS TITLES

THE ART OF GEOMANCY
Divination by the Element of Earth
Meade Layne, M. A.
The founder of Borderland Sciences instructs us on the use of an ancient art of divination. #B0330, 25pp, staples ... $4.95

THOSE ASTOUNDING ICE AGES
Dolph Earl Hooker.
From whence came the great sheets of ice that covered much of the earth during the ice ages? The ice was deposited rapidly, freezing mammoths in mid-chew on their tropical plant dinners. This astounding book describes the "canopy theory" of planetary development, that is, a spherical shell of mineral and water rotated at a distance from earth's surface. Periodically minerals would fall, creating the stratification found in sedimentary rock and ice would fall, creating the geologically short-lived ice ages which disappeared as the ice melted.
#B0154, 148pp ... $11.95

THE BOOK OF FORMULAS
Here is a collection of the Chemical and Hermetic writings of such learned researchers as Paracelsus, Faber, Quercetan, Hartmann, Rulandus, Mynsicht and numerous other Philosophers in this
Mysterious Art. Updated with guide to symbolic interpretation. #B0009, 96pp, staples ... $7.50

THE RHYTHMIC FORMATIVE FORCES OF MUSIC
Michael Theroux.
In most cases, books on the subject of the mystical properties of music merely discuss it from an acoustic or vibrational standpoint. It is from within the borderlands of science, which endeavors to understand the qualitative nature of things, that the subject of music is treated in this work. Leaving behind the innumerable, mechanistic definitions of the “music of the spheres”, this book will help you to understand the qualitative aspects of our musical cosmology, and will give you a means of directly applying this new knowledge. Subjects covered include: Cosmic Rhythms, Alchemy, Counterpoint, and Projective Geometry, Counter-Spatial Geometries and Musical Dissociation, The Tellurics of Music, and more. Included in the book are the rare texts, “Sound in Relation to Health” by Horace Leaf, and “The Eidophone Voice Figures” by Margaret Watts Hughes. #B0299, 144pp, velo ... $11.95

THE LIES AND FALLACIES OF THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
How Powerful and Shameless Clerical Forces Castrated a Famous Work of Reference
Joseph McCabe.
Contents: The Pope's Eunuchs; Castrating the Encyclopedia; The Taming of History; Popes and Inquisitors; The Jesuits and Other Rogues; How History is Re-Written; More Whitewash for the Middle Ages; Poisoning the Wells. Proof that history is written by the winners. A great conversation piece! #B0053, 46pp, staples ... $7.50

THE CELLULAR COSMOGONY back in print!
The Earth a Concave Sphere
Cyrus Teed (1922).
Teed was quite well versed in optical theory, geodesy (surveying) and the like and did many large-scale physical experiments indicating that the surface of the earth curves up. Right or Wrong? It's an amazing view that will provide great intellectual stimulation and deep thought just seeing how such a diverse view can be built from solid physical evidence. #B0246, 225pp, staples ... $19.95

ALCHEMY REDISCOVERED back in print!
A. Cochran.
Traces the history of Alchemy: beginnings of alchemy; the story of Nicholas Flamel; records of basil valentine; paracelsus; alchemy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; the comte de saint germaine; the seed of metals; the spirit of mercury; the quintessence in daily life; the medicine from metals, practical; 'aureus' or the golden tractate and the and the book of revelation of hermes. #B0195, 158pp, staples ... $11.95

A SYSTEM OF CAUCASIAN YOGA
Count Stephan Colona Walewski.
The secret yogic practices of the Caucasas Mountains, said by some to be the inner teachings of gurdjieff! An amazing document detailing how to organize psychic energy in the human system. Contains step-by-step exercises, including use of vitic power rods. #B0001, 130pp, staples ... $19.95

VITIC — Alchemical Vitality.
A compilation of B.S.R.F. documents relating to the Vitic Research Project. Gives many angles on the use and effects of carbon, with and without an accompanying magnetic field, as well as complementary data on the use of magnetic fields by themselves. Includes ideas on various magnetic arrangements used in research, including plans. #B0085, 51pp, staples ... $7.95

FOUR-DIMENSIONAL VISTAS NEW!
Claude Bragdon.
Originally published in 1923, this fascinating treatise deals with the concepts of higher space and curved time. Offering a very readable introduction into these concepts, Bragdon touches upon subjects as diverse as Mathematics, the Function of Science, Evolution, the Motion of Spheres, Cell-Division, the Electric Current, the Ether of Space, Apparitions, Clairvoyance, the Theory of Relativity, Dreams, Psychic Research, Karma and Reincarnation, Eastern Teaching, and much more. B0355, 155pp, staples ... $12.95

A PRIMER OF HIGHER SPACE back in print!
Claude Bragdon.
Claude Bragdon's classic treatise. Bragdon was quite a famous architect and here he gives his unique view into the mathematical structure of the universe. He explains what is meant by the Fourth Dimension, so even the layperson can clearly understand this esoteric concept. This well illustrated book is truly a gateway to higher spaces. #B0350, 90pp, staples ... $8.95

ASTROLOGY IN MESOPOTAMIAN CULTURE NEW!
A. E. Thierens.
A. E. Thierens, a natural philosopher, learned through his studies of astrology that Assyrio-Babylonian culture was considered by many as being the "astrological period in the history of mankind par excellence." Having been frustrated at the lack of information available on this astrological period, Thierens took it upon himself to study Mesopotamian astrology in detail. Three years later, after much research, Thierens published his findings in this essay which leave no doubt as to the importance or the complexity of this period in the history of astrology. B0356, 59pp, staples ... $10.95

ARCHAIC ROCK INSCRIPTIONS
A. Reader.
Mysterious, identical "cup and ring" markings were carved into rocks all over the ancient world. Who were the ancient people who inscribed them in a pattern that spread completely around the earth? An important work for those researching ancient world-wide cultures. #B0004, 99pp, staples ... $14.95

SUNSPOTS AND THEIR EFFECTS
Harlan True Stetson.
Does the stock market follow sunspots? Does human behavior change with sunspots? These questions and more are answered in this highly readable book. Includes: Sunspots and Growing Things; Sunspots and Radio; Sunspots and Business; Weather and Sunspots; Can We Predict Sunspots?; and more. #B0124, 99pp, illustrated, staples ... $16.95
VRIL COMPENDIUM I — WHITE RAY CONDUCTORS
An astounding assortment of arcane designs and remarkable inventions is presented in the first volume. Aerial batteries were designs which made practical use of the energies which celestial currents and rays brought to earth. Patents of Ward, Vion, Palenscar and others offer the reader a rare glimpse into the workings of VRIL from aerial sources. Earth currents and earth resonance are discussed extensively in this volume.

VRIL COMPENDIUM II — VRIL TELEGRAPHY
Telegraphy began with a truly radionic basis. Early telegraphic systems utilized the strange and mysterious correspondences acquired between specially treated magnetic needles and sympathetic pendulums (properly grounded and oriented). VRIL maps show that the telegraph system was literally generated along VRIL paths as railroad personnel followed their own intuitions while laying track.

VRIL COMPENDIUM III — VRIL LINKAGE
The manner in which VRIL radiances have been apprehended through "aqua videos", photographs, and photochemical means is thoroughly documented here in remarkable depth. Introducing telegraphic patents which made direct use of ancient geomantic means for communicating intent: non-electric pendulum telegraph systems, and VRIL impression recording systems.

VRIL COMPENDIUM IV — VRIL ARCHÆFORMS
A remarkable assortment of earth battery patents. A primer course in VRIL genesis of metal lodes and placer deposits is found here. How ancient architecture managed to accumulate, intercept, and modulate VRIL was specifically treated magnetic needles and sympathetic pendulums (properly grounded and oriented). VRIL maps show that the telegraph system was literally generated along VRIL paths as railroad personnel followed their own intuitions while laying track.

VRIL COMPENDIUM V — VRIL CONNECTION
The discovery of nerve-induction telephony by Antonio Meucci in 1849 marked the true birth of telephony. In these documents, patents, and articles we read of developments whereby deaf persons could hear directly through the nerveworks of the body. In these early attempts to approach true empathic transmission we see the basis of systems which Tesla would later advance to a wary scientific public.

VRIL COMPENDIUM VI — VRIL TELEPHONY
A presentation of nearly every pertinent VRIL transducer of which telephony was comprised. How the human aura and its VRIL threads dendritically merge with the natural VRIL is the central theme here. Every kind of transducer is shown. Presents systems which intensified the VRIL content of telephone lines with no need for electrical power!

VRIL COMPENDIUM VII — VRIL DENDRITIC GROUND SYSTEMS
A presentation on the earliest unknown wireless researchers: Mahlon Loomis, Nathan Stubblefield, & Dr. Amos Dolbear. This volume chronicles the discovery of natural VRIL power in the earth... usable power for communications of signal, word, & intent.

VRIL COMPENDIUM VIII — VRIL AND GROUND RADIO
by Gerry Vassilatos
The early history of wireless communications begins with the trans- aqueous systems of Steinheil (1838), Morse, Lindsay, Trowbridge, Highton (1852), Preece, Ratheneau and others. Complete patent collections: the ground signalling systems of J. Murgas, Tesla, Rogers, and others. Early accidental wireless transmissions of Elihu Thomson and others. Static-free reception for shortwave aficionados! Forgotten commercial underground antennas ("Subtunnels", "Ground hogs"), buried coils, buried cables, underground terminals, oil-filled wells, and the Moon Co. "antennailess" radios will teach you how. Magnified radio transmission through geological formations. Geology dependent radio systems! Find out how entire VRIL regions are affected by the operation of small double-ground transmitters.

VRIL COMPENDIUM IX — VRIL AND AERIAL RADIO
by Gerry Vassilatos

VRIL COMPENDIUM X — VRIL AND ELECTRIC RAY PROJECTORS
by Gerry Vassilatos

VRIL COMPENDIUM XI — VRIL AND ELF DEVICES
by Gerry Vassilatos
VRIL interactions and electrical irritants in the natural environment. Dangerous VRIL magnifications by electrical impulses. ELF and Project Sanguine articles. Modifying human behavior by ELF brainwave entrainment. HAARP Project patents! Includes large radio power installations of the early RadioAge. Impulse Power Generators of Shoemaker, Reisz, Vreeland, Farmsworth, Chubb, Piggot, and more. Rare period photographs and articles. Huge plasma arc oscillators of Lesh, Fritz Lowenstein (Tesla's assistant), and Valdemar Poulsen. A complete research thesis!
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Borderland Sciences T-Shirts

Although not necessarily a research tool, this shirt will certainly make you stand out among the rest of the crowd. Show everyone you’re a Borderlander by wearing the greatest T-shirt on the planet! T-shirts are white, emblazoned with the Borderlands logo in black. All shirts are 100% pre-shrunk cotton, and are available in sizes small, medium, large, and extra-large. Please specify size when ordering.

Borderland Sciences T-Shirts, #E0010 ... $15.00

The Q-Ray™ Bracelet

The Q-Ray™ Bracelet is designed to achieve many of the same objectives as traditional Chinese acupuncture. Acupuncture was developed to balance the body’s Yin (negative ions) and the Yang (positive ions), the inseparable, complimentary energies that permanently circulate in the human body. When these energies become unbalanced, the body’s functioning is thought to be altered, which can at the least be very annoying and at the worst debilitating, depending on the size and nature of the energy imbalance. Oriental medicine, through acupuncture, is believed to regulate these two energies, discharging from the body the excess positive ions or static electricity and providing access to blocked negative ions. Since its creation in 1973, many people worldwide have claimed benefits from using the Q-Ray™ Bracelet. Please specify wrist size when ordering (Small — 6-7 inches; Medium — 7-7¾ inches; Large — Over 7¾ inches).

The Q-Ray™ Bracelet, #E0034 ... $49.95